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ABSTRACT 

Extensive research has been conducted on various aspects of the 

relationships between environmental factors, strategy, and performance. 

Because these relationships are numerous and complex, many studies have 

focused on just one or two interactions, and have not attempted to offer a 

comprehensive model nor consider the importance of implementation of 

strategy. 

In addition, previous studies have typically focused on the corporate or 

strategic business unit (SBU) level of analysis, and have used single informants 

exclusively. While this approach is appropriate for certain firms/industries, it 

is not appropriate for diversified companies organized into multi-product, multi-

market SBUs. 

This study uses multiple Informants from the same SBU and an 

integrated framework of constructs representing environmental factors, 

strategic choice, and implementation of strategy to explore determinants of 

performance at the product-market level within multi-product, multi-market 

SBUs under varying market conditions. 

A modified total design approach serves as the basis for data collection 

from a random sample of product managers from Fortune 500 companies. The 

data analysis utilizes ANOVA and multiple regression techniques. 

Environmental conditions and strategic choice are shown to have 

moderating effects on performance. The levels of strategic commitment and 

implementation skills present demonstrate significant and direct effects on 

performance outcomes. Appropriate strategic choices outperform inappropriate 

strategic choices in four of five market conditions that were testable, especially 

vi 



when supported by high levels of strategic commitment and implementation 

skills. 

These findings suggest that when an integrated framework consisting of 

more of the major elements of the environment-strategy-performance 

continuum is used to investigate determinants of performance, new Insights 

are provided. Specifically, strategy and environmental factors, which have 

been shown to produce significant and direct effects on performance in 

previous research, demonstrate moderating effects when other determinants of 

performance such as strategic commitment and implementation skills are 

considered. 

The use of multiple respondents from within the same SBU provided 

evidence suggesting that different strategies can be at work simultaneously at 

various product-market levels within the same SBU. Those respondents 

reporting the use of different strategies within the same SBU did not perform 

significantly differently than those using the same strategy. This finding 

challenges the traditional view that an SBU is the smallest unit of a company 

for which it makes sense to develop and follow a separate strategy, and further 

reinforces the need for future research at the product-market level of analysis. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of strategy has been developed by a number of scholars 

from a variety of academic disciplines. Among the earliest to use the term 

"strategy" In the context of a comprehensive business plan were Rellley (1955) 

and Kline (1955). Selznlk (1957), Chandler (1962), Tllles (1969), Learned et al. 

(1965), and Ansoff (1965) contributed greatly to the early efforts to describe 

and define strategy as a mechanism used by an organization to adapt to its 

environment. In the years that followed, scholars struggled with this broad 

conceptualization, prompting some to call for a clearer definition of strategy 

(Hatten and Schendel, 1975-76; Anderson and Paine, 1975). While no single, 

universally accepted definition has evolved. Bourgeois (1980) notes two 

purposes of strategy that are common among the many definitions offered: 

(1) to define the segment of the environment in which a given organization will 

operate; and (2) to provide guidance for the development of goals and 

objectives to be achieved within that segment. 

The corporate level of analysis dominated early efforts to develop the 

concept of strategy (Chandler, 1962; Ansoff, 1965; Rumelt, 1974; Segal, 1974; 

Hofer, 1975). Even after Vancil and Lorange's (1975) classic work defined 

three distinct hierarchical levels in which strategy is developed and 

Implemented (the corporate, business, and functional levels), many studies 

continued to focus solely on the corporate level of analysis (Meyer, 1982; 

Slocum et al., 1985; Snow and Hreblnlak, 1980; Hambrick, 1981a, 1981b, 

1982, 1983; Hambrick et al., 1983). 



The development of the PIMS (Profit Impact of Marketing Strategy) 

program in the early 1970s initiated a shift in research focus by affording 

researchers their first opportunity to conduct research at the strategic 

business unit (SBU) level of analysis. An SBU, as defined in PIMS: 

is a division, product line, or other profit center of a 
company that: 

* produces and markets a well-defined set of 
related products and/or services; 

* serves a clearly defined set of customers, in a 
reasonably self-contained geographic area; and 

* competes with a well-defined set of competitors. 

The reasoning behind this definition is that it represents 
the smallest subdivision of a company for which it would 
be sensible to develop a distinct, separate strategy. 
(Buzzell and Gale, 1987, p. 32) 

The PIMS program, developed by the Strategic Planning Institute and 

modeled after the General Electric Company's approach to portfolio 

management, created a databank of Information on market conditions, 

competitive positions, and financial performance relative to competition on 

3000 SBUs from 200 different manufacturing firms (Buzzell and Gale, 1987). 

As Interest in strategy research grew, numerous typologies evolved to aid 

in classliying a firm's strategies. Examples included Cook's (1975) intensive, 

reactive, proactive, and mediating strategies; Glueck's (1976) retrenchment, 

stability, growth, and combined strategies; Miles and Snow's strategic typology 

(1978). which classified firms as prospectors, defenders, analyzers, or 

reactors; and Porter's (1980) "generic" cost leadership, differentiation, or niche 

strategies designed to exploit a specific competitive advantage. 



The introduction of the Miles and Snow typology is also significant 

because it generally marks the beginning of the use of the term strategic 

orientatiorL According to Miles and Snow (1978), alternative forms of adaptive 

behavior (e.g., mergers, acquisitions, improved planning systems, changes in 

management) manifest themselves in specific organizational forms or structures 

called strategic types ( e.g., prospector, defender, analyzer, or reactor) that are 

used by a firm to adjust to its environment. The term strategic orientation is 

used by Miles and Snow to refer to a firm's orientation toward one of these 

strategic types. Through use of this particular conceptualization of strategic 

orientation. Miles and Snow posited that it was possible to "predict structural 

and process characteristics associated with a chosen strategy" (Miles and 

Snow, 1978, p. 9). Although strategic orientation has surfaced in a number of 

recent studies, it too lacks a widely accepted definition. 

For the next two decades the concept of strategy received much research 

attention. From 1972 to 1983 at least 30 empirical studies used the PIMS 

database as the basis for their research, and over half of these studies 

explored some facet of strategy (F^manujam and Venkatraman, 1984). In fact. 

Wind and Robertson (1983), in their synopsis of the Impact, status, and future 

directions of strategy in marketing, described the emerging strategy literature 

of this period as contributing more to the discipline of marketing than any 

other branch of study in the previous twenty years. 

Within the large body of research now available on strategy, numerous 

studies have explored the relationship between a firm's strategies and its 

overall performance. These studies rely heavily on the classification typologies 

mentioned earlier, with the Miles and Snow typology (1978) among the most 



popular. The resultant literature has been useful in extending our overall 

understanding of strategy, with several studies reporting empirical 

demonstration of the effects of strategy or strategic type on performance 

(McDanlel and Kolari, 1987; Conant et al. 1990; Venkatraman and Prescott, 

1990). 

Extensive research has also been conducted to date on various aspects 

of the relationships between environmental factors, strategy or strategic 

orientation, and performance. Although not exhaustive. Table 1 summarizes 

many of the studies and references available and is generally representative of 

the majority of work done on these topics in the marketing and strategy 

literature. Because of the complexities inherent in the numerous 

interrelationships between elements in the environment, the process of 

strategy formulation and implementation, and the ultimate performance of an 

operating unit, many of these studies or references focus on just one or two 

interactions and do not attempt to offer a single. Integrated theory of how these 

variables Influence each other. Likewise there has been no attempt to offer a 

single model that captures the complexities of the interrelationships described 

above. 

Further review of these references reveals that in the numerous studies 

investigating the relationship between strategy and performance, competitive 

advantage has been treated at best as an implied element of this relationship. 



TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF REFERENCES INVOLVING 
ENVIRONMENT. STRATEGY. AND PERFORMANCE 

Environment and Organizations 

Thompson and McEwen. 1958 
Emery and Trlst, 1965 
Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967 
Starbuck, 1973 
Segal, 1974 
Pfeffer and Salanclk, 1978 
Aldrich, 1979 
Tung, 1979 
Brittaln and Freeman, 1980 
Zeithaml and Zelthaml, 1984 
Zammuto, 1988 

Environmental Uncertainty and Orgajilzatlons 

Din, 1958 
Duncan, 1972 
Downey and Slocum, 1975 
Dutton and Freedman, 1984 
Achrol & Stern, 1988 

Environment and Strategy 

Bourgeois, 1980 
Hambrick, 1981a 
Smart and Vertlnsky, 1984 
Lenz and Engledow, 1986 
Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990 
Zeithaml and Fry, 1984 

Strategy and Structure 

Chandler, 1962 
Fouraker and Stopford, 1968 
Rumelt, 1974 
Mfles and Snow, 1978 
Reukert et al., 1985 



TABLE 1 

CONTINUED 

Strategy and Performance 

Hambrick et al.. 1982b 
Dess and Davis, 1984 
Robinson and Pearce, 1988 
Golden, 1992 

Strategy Formulation and/or Implementation 

Miller and Friesen, 1978 
Hofer and Schendel, 1978 
Mlntzberg, 1978 
Bourgeois and Brodwln, 1984 
Ireland et al., 1987 

Organizational Structure, Environment, and Performance 

Child, 1972 
White, 1986 

Strategic Types, Distinctive Competencies, and Organizational 
Performance 

Snow and Hbrinlak, 1980 
Hambrick, 1983 
Hltt and Ireland, 1985 
Conant et al., 1990 

Chief Executive Scanning, Environmental Characteristics, and 
Performance 

Hambrick, 1982a 
Daft et al., 1988 



Thus some have argued in the more recent strategy and marketing 

literature that the competitive advantage associated with a given strategy is an 

equally Important issue that deserves greater research attention (Day and 

Wensley, 1988). After all 

the very essence of strategic management is an 
integrated organizational emphasis on securing and 
sustaining a competitive advantage within the 
markets served by Individual business units. 
(Day and Wensley, 1983, p. 80) 

and 

the conversion of sources of advantage into payoffs 
has been addressed only in a piecemeal way. ...This 
is a serious gap, for the intervening stage does much 
to mediate the relationship of inputs to outputs. 
(Day and Wensley, 1988, p. 5 ) 

As noted with strategy and strategic orientation, however, a common or 

generally accepted definition of competitive advantage has not emerged to date. 

Also lacking is research on the influence of marketing management in the 

implementation of strategy. Bonoma (1985) observes that poor implementation 

by marketing management can cause failure even when the right strategy, 

strategic orientation, and competitive advantage are chosen. In contrast, 

superior implementation often produces success despite poor strategy, 

competitive advantage, or strategic orientation choices. 

Other limitations of past research have resulted in several significant 

issues that warrant further attention. Among them are attempts to 

demonstrate differences in "strategy" and/or "strategic orientation" across a set 

of characteristics that describe each respective construct without clear 

definitions or corresponding measures that have been tested for 
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unidlmensionality, reliability, and convergent, discriminant, and predictive 

validity (Hambrick, 1983; Dess and Davis. 1984). 

In addition, several studies have struggled to maintain definitional clarity 

when discussing the unit of analysis under Investigation. For example, the 

terms "firm," "business," and "SBU" have often been used interchangeably 

when referring to the organizational level investigated tn a given study (see 

Conant et al., 1990; McKee, Varadarajan. and Pride. 1989; Robinson and 

Pearce, 1988; Kotabe et al., 1991). Perhaps this has no effect when the 

organization under study markets a single product in a single market, but 

when this is not the case, differences in the meaning of these terms can 

confuse the reader and make it more difficult to properly interpret or apply 

study findings. 

Poor definitional clarity has often caused researchers to use data 

aggregated at an inappropriate level to properly conduct empirical tests of the 

associated hypotheses. An example can be found in a study by Hambrick 

(1983) in which the Miles and Snow firm-level, strategy classification typology 

is applied to PIMS data collected at the SBU level. Prior research has shown 

that evaluating performance based on data aggregated at an inappropriate level 

of analysis can produce biased results (Howell, Frazier, and Stephenson, 1982; 

Frazler and Howell, 1983). 

Yet another Issue Involves respondents. Because past studies have 

focused on a corporate or SBU level of analysis, they have logically used single 

informants (typically a chief executive officer or other top level manager) to gain 

an overall perspective of the strategic process. While this has become an 



accepted research practice, it tends to mask potentially important differences 

in strategy that may exist at lower levels of an organization. 

One outcome of these research-related problems and limitations is the 

implication that an SBU follows just one strategic orientation. While this might 

be the case in SBUs marketing a single product in a single market, it does not 

apply to the Fortune 500, which are heavily diversified according to a 

consensus of business policy researchers, industrial economists, and business 

historians (Varadarajan, 1986). 

Within the marketing organization of a large, diversified firm, several 

different strategies specifically tailored to the unique customer needs and 

competitive environment of each respective product line can be at work 

simultaneously within the same SBU. Past research based on data collected at 

the SBU level of analysis masks our understanding of the process used to 

match a strategy with the existing environmental conditions, so that a specific 

competitive advantage can be achieved. 

Marketing organizations with multiple product-market levels frequently 

rely on product managers to oversee each respective product-market level 

within the SBU, and one would not expect to find all product managers facing 

the same situational circumstances, or adopting the same strategy, competitive 

advantage, or strategic orientation (Ruekert and Walker. 1987). Therefore, 

attempts to demonstrate meaningful differences in the relationships between 

these constructs based on information provided by a sole source (i.e., a chief 

executive officer or group manager) is not adequate. Instead, information 

drawn from multiple respondents such as individual product managers is 

needed. The limitations resulting from use of single respondents have been 
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identified In previous research, including greatly curtailed generalization of 

research results (Phillips, 1981; Huber and Power, 1985). 

Thus it appears that while we have learned much from previous research 

about various pieces of the environment-strategy-performance continuum, 

there is a need to assemble what is known into an integrated framework that 

can be used to predict performance outcomes given certain environmental 

factors and optimal strategic choices. 

Purpose of the Studv 

The purpose of this study is to present a framework to guide the 

development of research questions and hypotheses, based on prior theories, 

that predict or explore performance outcomes of strategic choices made within 

a marketing organization for specific environmental conditions. The study 

focuses on three major areas of the process identified in previous research, 

including environmental factors, strategic choice, and marketing 

implementation skills, and their respective effects on performance. The 

current study includes multiple industries, multiple SBUs from the same firm, 

and attempts to access multiple respondents from within each SBU for data 

collection. 

While there has been general agreement for a number of years that 

strategy Is developed at the corporate, business, and product-market levels of 

an organization (Vancil and Lorange, 1975; Schendel and Hofer, 1979; Abell, 

1980; Ginsberg and Venkatraman, 1985; Kotler, 1988; Hax and Majluf, 1991), 

only a few researchers have extended strategy research to the product-market 

level (Wind and Mahajan, 1981; Varadarajan, 1986; Fryxell, 1990). This study 
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will therefore provide a better explanation of the strategic process at the 

appropriate level of aggregation for multi-product, multi-market SBUs 

Such investigation will also provide marketing academicians and 

practitioners with the Information needed to reclaim a leadership position in 

strategy development at the product-market level. This approach is supported 

by Day and Wensley (1983), who were among the first marketing researchers 

to recognize the Increasing complexity of marketing organizations and the 

changing role of marketing management in the development of strategy by 

noting that: 

The strategic decision process requires a dialog 
between the corporate and business unit levels to 
develop individual strategies on the specifics of 
market segments and competitive positions. Such a 
dialog can only be effective if marketing management 
reasserts its role in providing strategic direction at 
the product-market level, (p. 84) 

Organization of the Studv 

Chapter II provides a review of the relevant literature. Theoretical 

concepts are described and testable hypotheses and research questions are 

offered. This is foUowed by Chapter III, which provides information on the 

survey methodology, data collection, and data analysis techniques to be 

employed in this study. Implications and limitations of the study are also 

discussed. Chapter W presents the results of the analysis. Chapter V 

summarizes the major findings of the study and discusses the implications for 

strategy formulation and implementation within marketing, as well as directions 

for future research. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A sizeable body of knowledge is available on the general concept of 

strategy, the numerous environmental factors posited to influence its 

development, and the performance outcomes hypothesized to be the result of 

its Implementation. Strategic orientation and competitive advantage, on the 

other hand, are relatively new constructs that lack a substantial literature 

base. Because of the complexities of the numerous relationships that exist 

among these constructs, It is difficult to present a model that claims to account 

for every possible combination of environmental factors, strategic choices, and 

performance outcomes. 

However, this study attempts to bring together the major elements of the 

environment-strategy-performance continuum so that new perspectives on 

these relationships can be generated and analyzed. Therefore, Chapter II is 

organized as follows. A discussion of general terms and definitions is offered 

first. Major constructs are then introduced and discussed both theoretically 

and conceptually. Chapter II concludes with a presentation of the hypotheses 

and research questions to be tested. 

General Terms and Definitions 

A diversified firm is an entity consisting of more than one business or 

strategic business unit, offering a variety of different products, and operating 

in more than one market. The terms "corporation" or "company" may be used 

interchangeably to refer to a diversified firm. The term "organization" will be 

12 
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used in a generic sense when describing or discussing issues or concepts that 

may pertain to any level of structure (i.e., corporate, business, or functional 

levels). 

A business resides within a firm and is equated to the PIMS definition of 

a strategic business unit (SBU) provided in Chapter I. The SBUs surveyed in 

this study generally consist of multiple product-market levels. Every effort will 

be made to consistently refer to this entity as an SBU throughout the 

remainder of this paper. 

The product-market level represents the functional level within the SBU 

that is the central focus of this study. The strategic choices for this unit are 

generally coordinated by a product manager (or some similar title), and its size, 

capabilities, and contributions will vary widely across different SBUs, firms, 

and industries. A diagram depicting the firm, business, and functional 

strategic levels is provided in Figure 1. 

Theoretical Foundations 

There are two major theories that provide the theoretical foundation for 

this study. The theory of population ecology (or environmental determinism; 

Hannan and Freeman, 1977) posits that natural selection processes within the 

environment determine a firm's strategies. In contrast, the theory of strategic 

choice (Child, 1972) suggests that it is the decisions by power holders within 

the firm that determine the firm's strategies. 

Previous research has had a tendency to support a population ecology or 

strategic choice perspective in an either/or context that implies mutual 

exclusivity. However, recent research argues that these two positions often 
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SBU A SBUB SBUC 

Mkt Mkt Mkt 
1 2 3 

Mkt Mkt Mkt 
4 5 6 

Mkt Mkt Mkt 
7 8 9 

FIGURE 1. FIRM, BUSINESS, AND FUNCTIONAL STRATEGIC LEVELS 
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overlap and/or operate simultaneously in many situations (Hreblnlak and 

Joyce, 1985; Zammuto, 1988). An added benefit of combining these 

perspectives is that the theory of population ecology lends an external 

perspective to strategic choice that includes the influence of competitors, 

which therefore provides the opportunity to consider competitive advantage. 

The remainder of this section presents evidence supporting the position that 

both theories are needed to fully understand the intricacies of the strategic 

process. 

Population Ecology 

Much of the research that has been conducted to empirically demonstrate 

the link between the environment and strategy is provided by the theory of 

population ecology. This theory posits that environmental pressures ultimately 

determine the structure, strategy, and function of successful organizations 

(Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Aldrich, 1979; McKelvey, 1982; McKelvey and 

Aldrich, 1983). 

Population ecology draws heavily from the science of biology, where 

research has shown that strategies developed by organisms to capture the 

resources needed to survive in a given environment are density-dependent. In 

other words, the relative success of a specific organism's strategy to secure 

resources is a function of the total number of organisms competing for the 

same resources tn a given environment. In a low density environment, 

organisms in the formative stages of proliferation that can reproduce quickly 

have a competitive advantage over other organisms in ultimately attaining 
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species survival because their larger numbers can acquire and control more of 

the available resources. 

However, when the density of the population increases, competition 

among organisms for resources intensifies, which results in an environment 

that is not conducive to immature organisms. As population growth matures, 

those organisms that can successfully shift their strategic orientation toward 

strategies that improve their efficiency in competing for and using resources 

gain a competitive advantage over those that maintain quick reproductive 

capability. 

MacArthur and Wilson (1967) refer to these selective environmental 

pressures as K-selection and R-selection. "• K-selection describes 

environmental pressures that favor organisms employing strategies that 

maximize their efficient use of resources. In contrast, R-selection indicates 

environmental pressures that favor organisms that can reproduce quickly. 

Brittaln and Freeman (1980) have further adapted these terms for use in 

a business context to describe the ways firms exploit the available resources in 

an environment to create a competitive advantage. The "K-strategist" gains 

competitive advantage through efficient operations and is generally more 

successful in densely populated environments. The "R-strategist" creates 

competitive advantage by using its rapid growth capabilities to exploit new 

resource opportunities, so that first-mover or pioneering benefits are achieved. 

Thus the R-strategist tends to thrive in environments where population density 

is low. 

1 In the biology and strategy literature, reference to r-selection and r strategies 
typically use the lower-case letter. This study uses an upper-case letter to be consistent 
with the other strategy types discussed. 
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Using a classification scheme that combines the distinctions of the R and 

K strategies with those of the specialist and generalist organizational forms, 

Brittaln and Freeman (1980) offer four ecological categorizations of 

organizational strategies. The R-specialist operates in a relatively unpopulated 

environment and focuses on the development of strategies that exploit new 

resource opportunities within a narrow domain of activity. The R-generalist 

also operates in a relatively unpopulated environment and focuses on strategies 

that exploit new resource opportunities across a broad domain of activity. The 

K-specialist's focus is on strategies that rely on extremely efficient operations 

within a narrow domain of densely populated environments. The K-generalist 

also operates in a densely populated environment, and focuses on efficient 

operations that enable it to compete across a broad domain of activity. 

When competitive density is moderate, a polymorphic or P-type 

organization is favored since it is capable of assuming different organizational 

forms as the environment transitions from low to high competitive density. An 

example in nature is the Alloloborphora chorotica an earthworm consisting of a 

green morph and a pink morph. In the wet season, the green morph is 

favored for its camouflaging capabilities. However, in the dry season, when 

background colors are no longer green, the pink morph is favored (Emlen, 

1973, pp. 77-78). 

In a business setting, the polymorphic organization refers to "small-scale 

specialized subunlts of large diversified companies" (Lambkin and Day, 1989, 

p. 15) that have extensive resources but few market-specific skills. These 

units "would be strongly marketing oriented and yet develop strengths 
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approaching those of a specialist in product innovation and production 

efficiency" (Achrol 1991, p. 83). 

Strategic Choice 

The central theoretical basis for the constructs and measures of strategy, 

strategic orientation, and competitive advantage is provided by the theory of 

strategic choice. Strategic choice postulates that key decision makers have 

considerable control over an organization's future direction, and that 

organizations can Influence and/or manipulate their environments. The theory 

was first introduced by Child (1972), and is supported by Miles and Snow 

(1978), Pfeffer and Salanclk (1978), Porter (1980, 1985), and others. 

Strategic choice is often presented as the antithesis of the theory of 

population ecology. However, those advocating the strategic choice perspective 

have not dismissed the influence of the environment on strategy. On the 

contrary, at least one group of researchers has argued that marketers can take 

a proactive stance toward their respective operating environments by 

developing environmental management strategies (Zeithaml and Zeithaml 1984; 

Clark. 1987). Other researchers note the joint Influence of the population 

ecology and strategic choice perspectives on the process of formulating 

strategies by Identifying specific environmental factors that support the need 

for increased strategic marketing. These include increasing competitive 

activity, technological advances, slow economic growth, deregulation, 

increasing diversification, and global marketing (Day and Wensley 1983; Jain 

1985). 
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Further evidence demonstrating the difficulty in separating the theories 

of population ecology and strategic choice when investigating the process of 

strategy formulation is also available. For example, Duncan (1972) defines the 

environment as the factors outside an organization that are relevant when the 

organization must make strategic decisions. 

Another interesting example is found in the work of Bourgeois (1980), 

which extends the research of Dfll (1958). Dill classifies the environment into 

two layers consisting of several sectors each. The task environment describes 

those sectors in the inner layer closest to the firm and affecting it directly. 

Typical task environment sectors are customers, competitors, and suppliers. 

The layer furthest from the organization is referred to as the general 

environment, and includes sectors consisting of regulatory, economic, or socio-

cultural factors that affect the firm Indirectly. This relationship is presented in 

Figure 2. As environmental conditions differ, so do the sectors within each 

respective layer of a given firm. For example, a bank would probably include 

the regulatory sector in its task environment while a machine shop might not. 

Bourgeois (1980) extends the work of Dill by positing that corporate 

strategies (domain definition strategies) are implemented in the general 

environment, while SBU strategies (domain navigation strategies) are 

Implemented in the task environment. This view is consistent with the notion 

that the purpose of corporate strategy is to define the businesses in which a 

given firm will compete (domain definition), while the role of an SBU's strategy 

is to define how to compete in a specific business (domain navigation). 

EMdence of the simultaneous influence of the population ecology and strategic 

choice perspectives is also found in Bourgeois' discussion of the role of the 
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FIGURE 2. TASK AND GENERAL ENVIRONMENTS 
ADAPTED FROM DILL, 1958 
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manager. According to Bourgeois, when a manager chooses to classify an 

environment in a certain way (i.e., as a task or general environment), that 

manager Is also choosing the way in which she or he wiU interact with that 

environment via domain definition strategies or domain navigation strategies. 

Thus, some evidence supports the simultaneous Influence of the theories 

of population ecology and strategic choice on the formulation of strategy. 

However, to effectively measure the respective Influence of each theory, it is 

necessary first to determine the factors in the environment that receive the 

most attention from a given manager. This leads us to the importance of 

managerial perceptions in the scanning and evaluation of events in the 

environment, and their influence on the process of formulating a strategy. 

Managerial Perceptions 

The important role played by managerial perceptions in the step-by-step 

process of strategic choice is described in detail by Hambrick and Mason 

(1984): 

First, a manager or even an entire team of managers 
cannot scan every aspect of the organization and its 
environment. The manager's field of vision- -those 
areas to which attention Is directed- -is restricted, 
posing a sharp limitation on eventual perceptions. 
Second, the manager's perceptions are further 
limited because one selectively perceives only some 
of the phenomena Included in the field of vision. 
Finally, the bits of information selected for 
perception are interpreted through a filter woven by 
one's cognitive base and values. The manager's 
eventual perception of the situation combines with 
his or her values to form the basis of strategic 
choice, (p. 195) 
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Other researchers have posited that managers only monitor sectors of the 

environment that are important to organizational success (Daft et al.. 1988; 

Aaker, 1983) because it is from these sectors that information can be obtained 

which may lead to future competitive advantage (Dutton and Freedman, 1984). 

Another perspective supporting the idea that responding to environmental 

stimuli Is a selective process is offered by Pfeffer and Salanclk (1978): 

If organizational actions were completely determined 
by every changing event, organizations would 
constantly confront potential disaster and need to 
monitor every change while continually modliying 
themselves, (p. 13) 

The above passages imply that a marketing manager never has as much 

information as she or he would like at any given point in time, which results in 

some overall level of uncertainty about the operating environment. In this 

context, previous research suggests that it is perceptions of environmental 

uncertainty, rather than actual uncertainty, that most influences the decision 

maker's strategic choices (Perrow, 1970; Child, 1972; Duncan, 1972). 

In the case of the product manager within a marketing organization, 

recent research suggests there are two key environmental factors that generate 

constant perceived uncertainty, i.e., the number of competitors in the same 

market (competitive concentration) and customer preferences (Lambkin and 

Day 1989; Achrol 1991). These factors and their respective stages have been 

linked to specific strategic choices that are hypothesized to produce optimum 

chances for survival within a given market (Lambkin and Day, 1989). They 

have also been linked to decision-making uncertainty in a marketing context 

(Achrol and Stem, 1988). Competitive concentration and customer preferences 
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will therefore be used to represent the key environmental factors for this 

study. Specific operationalizations and indicants for each construct are 

presented in Chapter III. 

As a final point, Starbuck (1973) notes that factors such as uncertainty 

are not static in a given organization's operating environment. Instead these 

factors are dependent on the individual manager's tolerance for ambiguity and 

greatly influence his or her judgment in choosing to respond to various 

environmental stimuli. This observation lends additional support for the 

decision to use multiple respondents at the product-market level of analysis for 

this study. 

Competitive Advantage 

As discussed in the section on population ecology, the ultimate survival of 

an organism depends on establishing a competitive advantage through various 

strategies. Competitive advantage in a business context is gained when a firm 

creates value for its customers that exceeds the cost of creating the value. The 

three basic types of competitive advantage are cost leadership, differentiation, 

and focused or niche (Porter, 1985). 

Cost leadership is attained by having a lower cost structure than 

competitors across a broad range of products and market segments. Once 

committed to competing across a broad range of products and market 

segments, a firm can usually find ways to achieve economies of scale through 

internal efficiencies in production, which in turn reduce overall costs. This 

allows the firm to offer competitively priced products while maintaining a 

greater profit margin than competition. 
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Differentiation also requires the commitment to operate across broad 

markets, but seeks to provide some unique offering that is recognized as well 

as valued by buyers. Because the offering is both unique and valued, buyers 

are willing to pay a premium price, which gives the firm a higher profit margin 

as long as it maintains cost parity relative to competition. 

By definition, a focused or niche competitive advantage is limited to a 

narrow segment of the market. Within this specific market segment, the firm 

attempts to achieve a cost leadership or differentiation advantage, even though 

it may not possess either advantage when the entire market is considered. 

Because a focused cost leadership or focused differentiation offering is 

specifically tailored to a single market segment, advantage is gained by serving 

the special needs of that segment better than competition. 

A comparison of the ecological categorizations of organizational 

strategies outlined by Brittaln and Freeman (1980) with the competitive 

advantages defined by Porter (1985) suggests that a K-generallst relies on its 

internal efficiencies across a broad range of products and market segments to 

achieve a cost leadership competitive advantage. An R-generalist, in contrast, 

uses its pioneering and first-mover capabilities across a wide range of products 

and market segments to establish a differentiation advantage. 

K-speclallsts rely on internal efficiencies targeted on a specific product or 

market segment to attain a focused cost leadership advantage. The R-

speclallst seeks new resource opportunities involving a specific product or very 

narrow market segment to achieve a focused differentiation advantage. 

The most difficult and costly competitive advantage is pursued by the 

polymorphic organization. Since this organization attempts to create both 
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differentiation and cost advantages within the same market, high levels of R 

and K characteristics must be developed. In business terms this equates to 

large investments in research and development so that new, unique, innovative 

products are produced to meet differentiation and growth goals. At the same 

time, equal or greater Investments must be made in the technologies and 

capital equipment necessary to create the capability to exploit any available 

economies of scale so that costs can be kept below that of the competition. 

Within marketing organizations, the responsibility for managing the 

process of converting sources of advantage into competitive advantage(s) 

generally rests on the shoulders of the product manager. This process has 

been researched extensively by Day and Wensley (1988) and is presented in 

Figure 3. 

However, some might argue that other functional organizations, such as 

manufacturing or distribution, have the same opportunities as the marketing 

organization to add value to the firm's offering at their respective step in the 

value chain. While this is true, it is generally the product manager who has 

the ultimate overall responsibility for determining where and how to compete in 

the market because of his or her unique knowledge of business unit and firm 

strengths and weaknesses versus those of competition, and the extent to 

which current or future business unit capabilities wlU fulfill customer needs, 

while also being superior to competition. 

What product managers strive to know and understand, in simple terms, 

is where to invest the resources aveillable to get the greatest increase in 

performance relative to competition for the lowest cost. To accomplish this 

task is not easy, for the product manager often has limited information and 
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FIGURE 3. THE ELEMENTS OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
ADAPTED FROM DAY AND WENSLEY, 1988 
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resources, a constantly changing marketing environment, and diverse 

responsibilities- -not the least of which includes both the formulation and 

implementation of strategies to achieve a competitive advantage. To date, the 

piecemeal research approach discussed in Chapter I has produced very little 

that helps meet the product manager's most pressing information need. 

Strategic Orientation 

Citing the "eclectic nature of the strategy field," at least one researcher 

has stated that it is useless to search for a universal conceptualization of the 

strategy construct (Venkatraman, 1989, p. 945). Instead, it is suggested that 

researchers explore various conceptualizations that build on previous 

theoretical views so that over time the construct will be better understood. As 

such, "strategic orientation" has evolved within the strategy literature. The 

following discussion reviews three attempts to operatlonalize and measure the 

construct. 

The Mfles and Snow typology introduced earlier generally marks the first 

use of the term strategic orientation, and differs from previous efforts in that it 

views the firm as a complete unit that is constantly interacting with a changing 

environment. The typology uses a paragraph approach to describe the overall 

strategic orientation of a firm via four distinct strategic types. 

Organizations always looking for new opportunities and constantly 

experimenting with product or market innovations are called prospectors. This 

type of organization prefers to lead versus follow by steadily creating changes 

within its product offering and operating environment that keep the competition 

off balance. As a result, the prospector is never completely efficient. 
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Organizations expert in a narrow market domain are referred to as 

defenders. The primary concern of a defender is to improve the efficiency of 

its operations so that the current market position can be protected. Defenders 

have little Interest in exploring opportunities outside the current area of 

expertise, or in rapid growth. 

Analyzers create the capability to compete in both stable and changing 

market environments by blending the prospector and defender strategies. In 

stable environments, the analyzer employs organizations specializing in 

efficiency, whfle turbulent environments require organizations with the 

flexibility to monitor competitive activity and move quickly to adopt new ideas 

that appear promising. 

A reactor, the final organizational type, lacks the capabfllty to respond to 

changes in the operating environment. This type of organization rarely adjusts 

to changes in customer needs or competition until forced to do so. 

It is important to note that all typologies designed to classify or 

categorize firms by strategy or strategic orientation, including the Mfles and 

Snow version, have at least three common characteristics: (1) they are 

designed to classify strategic orientation at the firm or SBU level of analysis; 

(2) they treat strategic orientation as a unidimensional construct; and (3) they 

assume that firm or SBU strategy can be adequately described by a single 

strategic orientation classification (see Ansoff, 1965; Blau and Scott, 1962; 

Anderson and Paine, 1975; Cook, 1975; Glueck, 1976; Miles and Snow, 1978; 

Porter, 1980). 

To fllustrate. a researcher using the Mfles and Snow typology asks the 

respondent to classify his or her Jirm into the one classification that best 
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describes the firm's overall strategic orientation. The strategic types are 

presented to respondents in descriptive paragraph form, which results in a 

unidimensional approach to the measurement of the strategic orientation 

construct. Many studies have further reduced the choices to just three 

classifications by not including the reactor type because it is viewed as an 

irrational strategic choice. 

The more recent literature has suggested that strategic orientation is a 

multidimensional construct that should be measured via multi-item scales on a 

continuum (Venkatraman, 1989; Conant et al., 1990; Gronroos, 1991). The 

first researcher to develop such a scale was Venkatraman (1989), who 

conceptualized the construct as six dimensions (aggressiveness, defensiveness, 

analysis, proactiveness, riskiness, and futurity) in a scale called STROBE 

(Strategic Orientation of Business Enterprises). Twenty-nine indicants 

developed to measure these six dimensions performed well In tests for 

convergent validity, unidlmensionality, discriminant validity, predictive validity, 

and internal consistency (reliabflity). The indicants were also judged by a 

sample of chief executive officers to realistically reflect elements of strategic 

orientation considered by managers in real world situations. However, this 

scale has yet to be validated in empirical research. 

Conant et al. (1990) offers the only other multidimensional scale for the 

measurement of strategic orientation, and it is based on the Mfles and Snow 

typology (1978). These researchers note that Miles and Snow originally 

designed their typology to measure strategic orientation across three specific 

elements of the adaptive cycle consisting of: (1) an entrepreneurial problem 

set; (2) an engineering problem set; and (3) an administrative problem set. 
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resulting in measurement of eleven distinctive strategic dimensions. However, 

when researchers employ the popular paragraph approach described earlier, 

only two or three of the eleven dimensions are actually presented to the 

respondent for consideration. When this approach is used, the benefits of 

multidimensional measurement are lost. 

For the purposes of this study, strategic orientation is defined as the 

strength and type of commitment toward achieving a chosen competitive 

advantage. As such, it reflects the "realized strategies" and the "pattern in a 

stream of decisions" described by Mlntzberg (1978, p. 935). 

Only Venkatraman (1989) has attempted to develop measures of strategic 

orientation that meet minimum measurement requirements. Therefore, this 

study uses the scale developed by Venkatraman (1989). The specific 

operationaUzation of the strategic orientation construct and its associated scale 

items are presented in Chapter III. 

Implementation Skflls 

According to Bonoma (1985), researchers have given far too much 

attention to the strategy formulation process at the expense of the strategy 

implementation process. Even when the right strategic choice is made and the 

chosen strategy is sound, poor implementation may cause the entire effort to 

be unsuccessful. Likewise, there are times when the wrong strategic choices 

are made, yet the overall effort is successful due to certain Implementation 

skflls possessed by the product or marketing manager(s) Involved. These gap-

bridging or execution skflls include: 
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Interacting Skills: the abflity to influence others inside and outside the 

Allocating Skills: 

Monitoring Skills: 

organization to get the marketing job done weU. 

the ability to parcel their own and others' time, 

assignments, and other resources among the 

marketing jobs to be done to achieve a maximum 

return on Investment. 

the abflity to reconstruct degraded information from 

poor control systems to simply and powerfully 

express the critical ratios necessary to be 

successful. 

Organizing Skills: the abflity to create an informal organization to match 

each different marketing problem confronted and 

then dissolve the organization after the task is 

completed. 

Figure 4 lUustrates the moderating effects of implementation and the 

environment on the achievement of a competitive advantage by adding 

Bonoma's gap-bridging skills and environmental factors to the framework 

developed by Day and Wensley (1988). To successfully transform various 

sources of advantage within or avaflable to the business unit into competitive 

advantages, the product manager requires interacting, aUocatlng, and 

organizing skills. To ensure that a competitive advantage is Implemented 

properly to maximize the chances of achieving the desired performance 

outcome, the product manager relies first on his or her interacting and 
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organizing skiUs to ensure that aU in the organization understand what must be 

done and are committed to the process. Once the strategy is introduced, 

monitoring sklUs are used to measure results. The product manager may then 

employ any or all of the remaining three implementation skflls to make 

adjustments as needed if the strategy selected and its associated competitive 

advantage are not properly matched to the environmental conditions. 

This study considers the influence of both low and high levels of 

implementation skills, given certain environmental conditions and strategic 

choices. Indicants for these skills are drav^m from the research of Bonoma 

(1985) and are presented In Chapter III. 

Product-Market Performance 

The outcome variable of central Importance in this study is performance 

at each respective product-market level. Many studies have successfully used 

return on investment (ROD, return on equity (ROE), and/or return on assets 

(ROA) as indicants of performance at both the firm and SBU levels of analysis 

(McKee, Varadarajan, and Pride, 1989; Venkatraman and Prescott 1990; 

Thomas et al., 1991). These measures are not appropriate for this study 

because this type of information is not commonly available at the product-

market level. Therefore, measures have been chosen based on information 

readily avaflable to product managers at the product-market level. These 

Include profitabflity, market share, customer loyalty, and customer satisfaction. 

All are measured relative to competition. Further discussion of the indicants 

for these measures is found in Chapter III. 
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Hvpotheses 

Table 2 presents the major constructs that form the basis for this study 

and lUustrates what some in the literature refer to as "appropriate strategies" or 

strategic choices (Bonoma, 1985). Appropriate strategic choices are defined as 

having two key characteristics: (1) there is a correct match between strategy 

and strategic orientation; and (2) there is a correct match between the overall 

strategic choice and environmental conditions as shown in the appropriate 

strategic choices listed in Table 2. 

As the reader will note, the theory of population ecology is reflected in 

the environmental factors represented by competitive concentration and 

customer preferences. Changes in these environmental factors present various 

opportunities and/or risks that must be evaluated by the product manager. 

The strategic choice perspective is represented by the organizational strategy 

and strategic orientation columns of Table 2. Once the risks and/or 

opportunities presented by the current environment are Identified, the product 

manager must decide which strategy to pursue. The importance of exploiting 

an environmental risk or opportunity with a strategy capable of producing a 

viable competitive advantage is paramount to success; to choose a strategy 

Incapable of creating a competitive advantage is the equivalent of exercising no 

strategic choice at all. 

A second step in the strategic choice process involves the selection of a 

strategic orientation. For this study, the product manager's choices include 

creating an environment within the business unit in which an aggressive or 

defensive pursuit of strategy is supported. As such, the success of the 

strategy is moderated by the associated strategic orientation. 
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TABLE 2 

APPROPRL\TE STRATEGIC CHOICES 

E n v i r o n m e n t a l Fac to r s 

Competitive 
Concentration 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Customer 
Preferences 

Diffused 

Diffused 

Diffused 

Segmented 

Segmented 

Segmented 

Strategic Choices 

Strategv 

R-Spec. 

P-Spec. 

K-Spec. 

R-Gen. 

P-Gen. 

K-Gen. 

Strategic 
Orientation 

Aggressive 

Agg./Def 

Defensive 

Aggressive 

Agg./Def. 

Defensive 

Implementation 
$kills 

High 

High 

High 

High 

High 

High 

Performance 

Best 

Best 

Best 

Best 

Best 

Best 

Sources: Brittaln and Freeman (1980), Bonoma (1985) , Achrol and Stem (1988). 
Lambkin and Day (1989), Venkatraman (1989) 
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In general, theory suggests that R strategies will perform best when supported 

by an aggressive orientation. K strategies are best supported by a defensive 

orientation, and P strategies require the support of both orientations. 

Implementation sklUs also Influence the success or failure of the strategic 

choice. As Bonoma (1985) suggests, an appropriate strategic choice can be 

made for a given set of environmental conditions, but its success may be 

hampered by poor implementation. Likewise, superior implementation can, in 

many cases, generate success even though an Inappropriate strategic choice is 

made. 

Figure 5 presents two matrices, labeled A and B, that wlfl be used to 

aid the process of Introducing the hypotheses and research questions 

investigated in this study. Matrix A presents the relationships between 

appropriate and inappropriate strategic choices and high or low levels of 

implementation skiUs. The upper left cell of Matrix A represents the 

appropriate strategic choices introduced in Table 2. In this cell everything has 

been done correctly to optimize performance. Six specific hypotheses are 

possible based on varying environmental conditions: 

H1: When competitive concentration is low and customer preferences 
are diffused, an appropriate strategic choice (an R strategy coupled with an 
aggressive strategic orientation) supported by appropriate behaviors (high 
implementation skiUs) wfll perform best. 

H2: When competitive concentration is moderate and customer 
preferences are diffused, an appropriate strategic choice (a P strategy coupled 
with a blend of aggressive and defensive strategic orientations) supported by 
appropriate behaviors (high implementation skills) will perform best. 

H3: When competitive concentration is high and customer preferences 
are diffused, an appropriate strategic choice (a K strategy coupled with a 
defensive strategic orientation) supported by appropriate behaviors (high 
implementation sklUs) wfll perform best. 
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Appropriate Inappropriate 
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Choice Choice 

High 
Implementation 

Skills 

Low 
Implementation 

Skills 

Best 
H1-H6 

R92 

RQl 

Worst 
H7-H12 

Matrix A 

Appropriate 
Strategy/ 

Inappropriate 
Strategic 

Orientation 

Inappropriate 
Strategy/ 

Appropriate 
Strategic 

Orientation 

High 
Implementation 

Skills 

Low 
Implementation 

Skills 

RQ3 

RQ5 

RQ4 

RQ6 

Matrix B 

FIGURES. MATRIX OF HYPOTHESES 
AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

ADAPTED FROM BONOMA, 1985 
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H4: When competitive concentration is low and customer preferences 
are segmented, an appropriate strategic choice (an R strategy coupled with an 
aggressive strategic orientation) supported by appropriate behaviors (high 
implementation sklUs) wfll perform best. 

H5: When competitive concentration is moderate and customer 
preferences are segmented, an appropriate strategic choice ( a P strategy 
coupled with a blend of aggressive and defensive strategic orientations) 
supported by appropriate behaviors (high implementation skills) wfll perform 
best. 

H6: When competitive concentration is high and customer preferences 
are segmented, an appropriate strategic orientation (a K strategy coupled with a 
defensive strategic orientation) supported by appropriate behaviors (high 
implementation skills) will perform best. 

In contrast, the lower right cell of Matrix A represents a worst-case 

scenario in which nothing is done correctly and failure results. These 

conditions are captured in the following hypotheses: 

H7-H12: Given the environmental conditions described in H1-H6, an 
Inappropriate strategic choice (e.g., an R strategy supported by a defensive 
strategic orientation) supported by inappropriate behaviors (low implementation 
sklUs) will perform worst. 

Research Questions 

The off-diagonal cells of Matrix A provide the really Interesting insights, 

however, and may lead to new contributions. When an Inappropriate strategic 

choice is made, but the level of implementation skflls is high, theory suggests it 

is impossible to predict performance outcomes, but there are two possibilities 

(Bonoma, 1985): (1) a high level of implementation skills wfll offset the 

inappropriate strategic choice, and success wlfl be achieved; or (2) the same 

high level of implementation skills will hasten failure due to the inappropriate 

strategic choice. Because limited empirical evidence exists on this issue, the 

foUowing research question is proposed: 
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RQ1: When an inappropriate strategic choice is supported by 
appropriate behaviors (high implementation skflls), which element has the 
greatest influence on performance outcomes? 

On the other hand, if an appropriate strategic choice is made, but the 

level of implementation skflls is low, performance will not be optimum. In fact, 

based on extensive case study analysis, Bonoma (1985) claims it is Impossible 

to evaluate the performance of the strategic choice because "strategic adequacy 

cannot be assessed in the absence of management's abflity to implement" 

(p. 13). This suggests the following research question: 

RQ2: When an appropriate strategic choice is supported by 
inappropriate behaviors (low implementation skills), can the relative influence of 
each element on performance outcomes be determined? 

Matrix B follows a simflar format and explores in greater depth various 

inappropriate strategic choices caused by a mismatch between strategy and 

strategic orientation. These relationships have not been explored in previous 

research because of the relative newness of the strategic orientation construct. 

Although lack of previous research prevents predictions in the form of 

hypotheses, these scenarios offer the potential for interesting contributions in 

the form of the foUowlng research questions: 

RQ3: When an appropriate strategy is supported by an inappropriate 
strategic orientation and high implementation skills, can the relative influence 
of each element be determined? 

RQ4: When an Inappropriate strategy is supported by an appropriate 
strategic orientation and high implementation skills, can the relative influence 
of each element be determined? 

RQ5: When an appropriate strategy is supported by an inappropriate 
strategic orientation and low implementation skills, can the relative Influence of 
each element be determined? 
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RQ6: When an inappropriate strategy is supported by an appropriate 
strategic orientation and low implementation skills, can the relative influence of 
each element be determined? 

With the introduction of hypotheses and research questions completed, it 

is now possible to move into Chapter III, which discusses the methodology 

used for this study. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Decision Rules 

An Important phase of the survey design process Involved the 

development of numerous a priori decision rules that would be used to place 

respondents into various groups for later, in-depth analysis. Close alignment 

between survey questions and decision rules was essential to ensure that the 

information coUected Included the criteria required by the decision rules to 

properly classify respondents and their respective behaviors. 

For example, evaluation of the appropriate strategic choices described in 

the hypotheses presented in Chapter II requires respondent classification by 

environmental condition (low, moderate or high competitive concentration and 

diffused or segmented customer preferences), strategic choice (appropriate or 

Inappropriate), and the level of implementation skflls present (low or high). 

Decision rules for competitive concentration, customer preferences, 

organization type, strategy and strategic commitment, strategic orientation, 

strategic choice, and Implementation skills are discussed separately in the 

sections that follow. Actual distributions of the sample resulting from the 

application of the decision rules are offered in Appendix A. For reference 

purposes, a numbered version of the surevy Instrument can be found in 

Appendix B. 
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Competitive Concentration Decision Rule 

Two questions (50 and 51) were designed to measure competitive 

concentration using a five point scale. Question 50 measured the total number 

of direct competitors in the respondent's market (from one to eight or more). 

Question 51 measured the percent of business resources controUed by the 

respondent and his or her top three direct competitors. Each possible answer 

for the two questions was assigned from one to five "competitive concentration" 

points so that low, moderate, and high levels of competitive concentration could 

be determined. To aid the reader in visualizing this procedure, the actual 

measurement scales and their corresponding competitive concentration points 

(in parentheses) are presented in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

COMPETITFV^E CONCENTRATION DECISION RULE 

Q50. Please circle the total number of companies that sold products or 
services positioned to compete directly with your products or services in your 
market during calendar year 1992: 

(D* (2) (3) (4) (5) 
0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8 or more 

Q51. Please estimate the percent of business resources (1. e., capital, 
locations, buying power, facilities, access to skiUed labor, managerial expertise, 
access to markets through transportation/distribution networks, 
breadth/depth of products/services offered, capacity, etc.) controfled by you 
and your top three direct competitors that would make it difficult for a new 
competitor to enter your market (reverse coded): 

(5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 

* Represents the number of competitive concentration points. 
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Question 51 was reverse coded, which implies an inverse relationship 

between the number of competitors in a given market and the percent of 

resources controlled by the top competitors within that market. The logic 

supporting this decision comes primarfly from the basic theory of economics 

involving Inputs and outputs. Further support comes from the concepts of 

natural selection and density-dependence posited by the theory of population 

ecology. 

In simple terms, a business unit requires a certain level of inputs to 

produce a given level of outputs. Outputs are then used to compete against 

other entrants in the market, and contribute to the levels of market share and 

profitability that are achieved. Support for Increased market share requires 

more outputs, which in turn requires greater inputs or resources. Thus as a 

business unit grows, it must acquire and control more of the available 

resources within the market to survive. 

To lUustrate the inverse relationship that exists between the control of 

resources and the number of business units in a given market, the following 

discussion is offered. In the early stages of market development, multiple 

entrants are often present, and each can survive by controlling a small portion 

of the available resources. As these multiple entrants attempt to grow, 

however, the competition for resources Increases dramatically. Those business 

units capable of acquiring and controlling more resources are favored by 

natural selection processes to survive, and those business units unable to 

compete effectively for resources are purged. As the market matures, fewer 

competitors survive, but each controls a greater percentage of the available 

resources. An excellent example in the business world is an oligopoly, wherein 
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a small number of business units ultimately control aU of the avaflable 

resources in a market. 

Responses to these two questions were added so that the highest 

possible number of competitive concentration points for a given respondent 

would be 10 points. Scores less than or equal to four were categorized as high 

competitive concentration. Scores greater than four, but less than or equal to 

seven, represented moderate competitive concentration. Scores greater than 

seven suggested low competitive concentration. 

To illustrate the use of this procedure, an example is offered. If a 

respondent competed against eight or more direct competitors, and circled this 

answer on question 50, this response was assigned five competitive 

concentration points. Because the respondent had so many direct competitors 

within his or her respective market, he or she would most likely circle the first 

response on question 51 (0-20%), indicating that the respondent's business 

unit and the top three direct competitors controlled 20% or less of the available 

resources in the market. When these scores are added, maximum points have 

been achieved, and the respondent would be classified as operating in a 

market where low competitive concentration is present. 

Customer Preferences Decision Rule 

The objective of this decision rule is to determine if the customer 

preferences within the market of the respondent are diffused or segmented. 

Customer preferences are measured by questions 42 through 49. These 

questions use a scale where zero represents customer preferences that are not 

different, and therefore segmentable. A response of six represents customer 

preferences that are very different and therefore diffused. 
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The scores for questions 42-49 are added for each respondent so that an 

overafl preferences score results. Respondent scores higher than the mean of 

the sample for this group of questions suggest a market where diffused 

customer preferences are present, while respondent scores equal to or less 

than the mean of the sample indicate a market where segmentable customer 

preferences are present. 

Organization Type Decision Rule 

A decision rule for organization type was developed so that the 

respondent's business unit could be classified as a specialist or generalist. 

Question one was designed for this purpose and measures, on a scale from 

one to seven, the number of markets or market segments in which the 

respondent sold products or services. 

Lower numbers on the seven point scale equate to respondents who sold 

in fewer markets than direct competition, and higher numbers suggest 

respondents who sold in more markets than direct competition. Therefore, 

respondent scores less than or equal to four on question one were deemed 

specialists and those scoring greater than four were characterized as 

generalists. 

Strategy and Strategic Commitment 

As mentioned in Chapter II, four strategy types were of interest in this 

study. Questions two and three were designed to measure the type of strategy 

chosen by the respondent (i.e., differentiation [R], cost leadership (Kl, both 

differentiation and cost leadership [P], or stuck-in-the-mlddle). The degree of 

strategic commitment present was assessed by the position of the response 
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selected on the seven point scales that accompanied questions two and three, 

where higher numbers represent a greater degree of strategic commitment to 

the chosen strategy. This measure was developed in the spirit of the definition 

of strategic commitment offered by Ghemawat (1991), who describes the 

construct as "the tendency of strategies to persist over time" (p. 14). 

Theory suggests that respondents who report the use of a differentiation 

strategy generally tend to have more R-type characteristics. Those reporting 

the use of a cost leadership strategy tend to display more K-like tendencies. 

Since no respondent was expected to display only R-type characteristics, or 

only K-type characteristics, respondents were asked to answer both questions 

so that differences between the two responses could be used in the 

classification of strategy as well as strategic commitment. 

The classifications consisted of three general categories The first 

category consists of identical answers to questions two and three, as well as 

answers with differences that equal one (i.e., Q2 = 2, Q3 = 1, therefore 

Q2-Q3 =1) . Theses scenarios require that differences between P strategists 

and those simply stuck-in-the-mlddle be defined. 

The second category consists of answers to question two that are greater 

than answers to question three, with differences between scores of two or 

more, which generally implies an R strategy. However, the size of the 

difference between the two answers, which represents the level of strategic 

commitment present, must also be considered. 

Category three consists of answers to question three that are greater than 

answers to question two, with differences between answers of two or more, 

which generally implies a K strategy. This scenario also requires specific 

consideration for the size of the difference between the two answers so that 
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the level of strategic commitment present can be properly assessed. These 

three categories are reflected in Table 4, which summarizes the decision rules. 

Examples of their use follow. 

Identical Answers and Differences Equal To One 

Those respondents who gave identical responses on questions two and 

three that were also less than or equal to four on each respective seven point 

scale, were categorized as stuck-in-the-mlddle. This classification not only 

reflects the fact that the respondent is attempting two radically different 

strategies at the same time, but it also Indicates that both strategies are being 

supported with a low degree of strategic commitment. 

Respondents who gave Identical answers of greater than four on 

questions two and three were categorized as P strategists. The logic behind 

this shift in classification is based on the following assumption. To attempt to 

differentiate, as well as achieve some level of cost leadership, at this higher 

level of strategic commitment, requires a reasonably strong level of managerial 

decisiveness on the part of the product manager. Therefore, those 

respondents who gave answers of greater than four on the seven point scales 

for questions two and three were assumed to have reached that point by 

design. 

Respondents who gave answers to questions two and three that differed 

by a value of one were classified in a similar fashion. Those selecting answers 

to both questions that were less than or equal to four, with differences between 

scores equal to one, were classified as stuck-in-the-mlddle. Respondents who 

answered both questions with at least one answer greater than four, and 

differences between scores equal to one, were classified as P strategists. 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF STRATEGY AND 
STRATEGIC COMMITMENT DECISION RULES 

Answer to Q2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Identical Answer 

Answer to Q3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Scenarios 

Strategy 

stuck 
Stuck 
Stuck 
Stuck 

P 
P 
P 

Strategic 
Commitment 

Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Strong 
Strong 

Scenarios Where Q2 Is Greater Than Q3 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

4 
5 
6 
7 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Q2-Q3 = 

Q2-Q3 = 

Q2-Q3 = 

1 

Stuck 
Stuck 
Stuck 

P 
P 
P 

2 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 

Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Strong 
Strong 

Weak 
Weak 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong 

Weak 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong 
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Answer to Q2 

5 
6 
7 

6 
7 

7 

Answer to Q3 Strategv 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 

1 

Q2-Q3 = 4 

R 
R 
R 

Q2-Q3 = 5 

R 
R 

Q2-Q3 = 6 

R 

Strategic 
Commitment 

Strong 
Strong 
Strong 

Strong 
Strong 

Strong 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Q3-Q2 = 1 

Stuck 
Stuck 
Stuck 

P 
P 
P 

Q3-Q2 = 2 

K 
K 
K 
K 
K 

Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Strong 
Strong 

Weak 
Weak 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong 
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Answer to Q3 Answer to Q2 Strategy 
Strategic 

Commitment 

Q3-Q2 = 3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

5 
6 
7 

6 
7 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 

1 

Q3-Q2 = 4 

Q3-Q2 = 5 

Q3-Q2 = 6 

K 
K 
K 
K 

K 
K 
K 

K 
K 

K 

Weak 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong 

Strong 
Strong 
Strong 

Strong 
Strong 

Strong 

In general, those responses to questions two and three of less than or 

equal to four are equated to weak strategic commitment, and those greater than 

four suggest strong strategic commitment for the classifications that follow. 

T.^r|jpr Differences Between Questions Two and Three 

To determine R versus K strategists, and their respective levels of 

strategic commitment, the differences in the scores for questions two and three 
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that were equal to or greater than two were used. If the answer to question 

two was greater than the answer to question three, this indicated that the 

respondent displayed more R-type characteristics than K-type characteristics. 

Likewise, if the answers to question three exceeded those of question two, the 

respondent was characterized as having more K-type characteristics. 

Responses of less than or equal to four are equated to weak strategic 

commitment, and those greater than four suggest strong strategic 

commitment. Greater differences in scores for these scenarios Implies a 

stronger commitment to one strategy versus the other. 

To illustrate, if a respondent gave an answer of seven on question two, 

and three on question three, that respondent was classified as an R strategist 

with a strong strategic commitment. In contrast, if respondent answers to 

questions two and three were two and four, respectively, that respondent 

would be classified as a K strategist with a weak strategic commitment. 

Strategic Orientation 

The results of palrwise tests to assess the discriminant validity of the 

respective dimensions of STROBE (Venkatraman, 1989) show a strong 

relationship between the aggressiveness and riskiness dimensions of the scale 

(pp. 956-957). The same strong relationships were reported between the 

defensiveness, analysis, futurity, and proactiveness dimensions. 

A review of the indicants of STROBE suggests that the 

aggressiveness/riskiness relationship is generally reflective of many of the 

behaviors displayed by an R strategist, and the same analogy can be made 

between the defensiveness/analysis/futurity/proactlveness relationships and 

the behaviors of a K strategist. 
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Therefore, responses to the aggressiveness and riskiness dimensions of 

STROBE were added to create a summate representing an aggressive strategic 

orientation. The same process was used to add the defensiveness, analysis, 

futurity, and proactiveness dimension scores to create a summate representing 

a defensive strategic orientation. 

Mean scores of the aggressive and defensive strategic orientations of 

each respondent were then compared, and the greater score was used to 

assign that respective strategic orientation classification to the associated 

respondent. This classification was designed to reflect the stronger orientation 

tendency of each respondent, and was not intended to suggest that the two 

orientation classifications were mutually exclusive. 

Strategic Choice 

An appropriate strategic choice, as defined earlier, occurs when the right 

selection of strategy (R, K, P) is coupled with the right strategic orientation 

(aggressive or defensive) for a given market condition. 

To classify responses as appropriate or inappropriate, a series of decision 

rules were developed that could easily be translated into "if statements within 

the computer programs to be used for later analysis. This process was 

specificafly designed to enable the study to answer hypotheses one through six 

and research questions one and two. 

As an example, if the strategy and strategic orientation selected by the 

respondent matched the specific market condition reported (as classified by 

the competitive concentration and customer preferences decision rules), the 

respondent was assigned to the group representing those who had made 

appropriate strategic choices. If either an incorrect strategy or an incorrect 
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strategic orientation was selected, the respondent was assigned to the group 

representing inappropriate strategic choices. 

Research questions three through six suggest further analysis of 

inappropriate strategic choices. This requires the combined use of the 

classifications developed for strategy and strategic orientation to determine the 

type of Inappropriate choice that has been made by the respondent. There are 

three possibilities: (1) an appropriate strategy supported by an inappropriate 

strategic choice (ASISO); (2) an Inappropriate strategy supported by an 

appropriate strategic orientation (ISASO); and (3) an Inappropriate strategy 

supported by an inappropriate strategic orientation (ISISO). Table 5 

demonstrates the application of these decision rules using Condition 1 as an 

example. 

TABLE 5 

STRATEGIC CHOICE DECISION RULES 

Environmental Factors 

Competitive 
Concentration 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Customer 
Preferences 

Diffused 

Diffused 

Diffused 

Diffused 

Respondent 
Strategic Choices 

Strategy 

R-Spec 

R-spec 

K-spec 

P-Gen 

Strategic 
Orientation 

Aggressive 

Defensive 

Aggressive 

Defensive 

Appropriate 

X 

InaDDropriate 

X 
(ASISOM 

X 
(ISAS02) 

X 
(ISISO^) 

1 ASISO = Appropriate strategy and Inappropriate strategic choice 
2 iSASO = Inappropriate strategy and appropriate strategic choice 
3 ISISO = Inappropriate strategy and inappropriate strategic orientation 

\ 
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Implementation Skflls 

Measures of various skills often use the midpoint of a given scale to 

report absolute levels of the skill under Investigation (e.g., high or low; strong 

or weak). However, the objective of this decision rule was to place 

respondents into groups representing high or low levels of implementation 

skills relative to the sample. Thus use of the midpoint of the scale for 

implementation skills would not accomplish this goal. 

Instead, each participant's responses to the indicants for this construct 

(questions 22-39) were added to form a summate. The possible summates 

ranged from 0 to 108. Summates greater than the mean of the sample 

represent higher levels of implementation skiUs, relative to the sample. 

Summates less than or equal to the mean of the sample represent lower levels 

of implementation skiUs, relative to the sample. The labels "low" and 'high' are 

used throughout the remainder of this paper when referring to the levels of 

implementation skills present, with footnotes added as needed to remind the 

reader that the levels discussed are not absolute in nature. 

Research Design and Questionnaire Development ^ 

The design used a pencll-and-paper questionnaire administered to a 

sample of product managers from firms representing a cross section of various 

Industries. The questlormalre is comprised of several previously used scales, 

with modifications, along with scales specifically developed for the current 

study, and is presented in Appendix B. 

A four-stage pretest was used to assess and refine the questionnaire's 

format, content, and item wording. The first stage was based on interviews 

with academicians famfliar with strategy research. Each academician was 
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asked to review the initial survey instrument with the researcher and comment 

on its theoretical content and general format. This review resulted in various 

changes to the questionnaire's item wording and sequence of questions, as well 

as clarification of the instructions provided in the cover letter. 

Stage two consisted of debriefing Interviews with eight product managers 

from various Industries located in the West Texas area. With the researcher 

present, each manager was asked to complete the survey generated in stage 

one and comment on any portion of the cover letter or survey instrument that 

was not applicable or ambiguous. From these Interviews additional item 

wording changes were made to Improve the overall clarity of the document. 

For example, the major change in stage two involved providing a better 

description of what was meant by "cost leadership" and "differentiation" in the 

questions designed to determine the strategy being used by each respondent. 

A few product managers also noted that for some questions they never engaged 

in the described behavior or activity. As a result, the affected scales were 

anchored with zero so that product managers could use this choice when the 

described behavior or activity was not applicable to their respective business 

environment. 

Stages three and four repeated the basic process used in stage two. 

Both stages consisted of four debriefing Interviews each and tested the survey 

instrument produced in the previous stage. The major Improvement produced 

in stage three was to clarify what was meant by "business resources" in the 

questions designed to assess competitive concentration. Stage four produced 

some very minor improvements and confirmed that the survey Instrument was 

clear and understandable, and that average completion time was 12 minutes. 

There was also consensus among the managers surveyed in stage four that if 
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some type of summary report were offered it would generally Improve the 

chances of a product manager completing the survey. This suggestion was 

incorporated into the cover letter. 

Responses for the sixteen protocol interviews were then coded and tests 

were conducted to ensure that the appropriate information had been collected. 

These tests also confirmed that the decision rules worked as designed. 

Although the pretest sample was too small to make any meaningful 

interpretations about the psychometric properties of the scales in the survey 

instrument, responses were reviewed in an effort to detect any evidence of 

item nonresponse or inconsistent answers, and none was found. 

Data CoUectlon ^ 

The theoretical population for this study is large firms organized into 

multi-product, multi-market SBUs. The primary source used to create a list of 

prospective product managers was The 1992 Marketing News International 

Directory of the American Marketing AssociatiorL A total of 482 product 

managers (or simflar title, such as brand manager or product line manager) 

were identified using this source. 

Data collection was accomplished via a modified version of the total 

design method authored by Diflman (1978). Since the success of this study 

depended on reaching product managers and, if possible, multiple product 

managers within the same SBU, data collection began with a telephone call. 

The telephone call was designed: (1) to confirm that the person selected 

randomly from the Directory of the American Marketing Association was still 

functioning as a product manager; (2) to determine if there was more than 

one product manager within the SBU; (3) to request the contact's participation 
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in the study, and (4) to enlist the contact's cooperation in distributing the 

survey instrument to other product managers within the SBU (if applicable), so 

that the incidence of multiple responses would be enhanced. The number of 

surveys needed for each contact who agreed to participate was recorded, and 

cover letters and surveys were then mafled. 

The cover letter attached to each survey explained the purpose of the 

study and offered a summary report to those interested. Each cover letter was 

customized, depending on the potential respondent. Specifically, the cover 

letter sent to the contact person who agreed to pass on copies of the survey to 

coUeagues was personalized, mentioned the recent telephone caU requesting 

participation, outlined the summary report incentive, and reminded the contact 

person to please pass along the additional copies of the survey to other product 

managers within their business unit. The cover letter designed specifically for 

single respondents was also personalized, and offered the summary report, but 

omitted reference to the extra copies for other product managers since it was 

not applicable. A third cover letter developed for unknown respondents was 

simply addressed "Dear CoUeague," and included information about the 

purpose of the study along with the summary report incentive. The multiple 

versions of the cover letter are Included in Appendix C. 

All surveys were accompanied by a stamped return envelope addressed to 

the researcher in care of the Texas Tech University marketing department. 

Each survey was numbered so that detailed records could be maintained on 

response rates. These records were also helpful in monitoring mailing times 

for foUow-up purposes. 

The final phase of the data collection process consisted of a series of 

follow-up telephone calls to the contact person in the firms that had not 
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responded within a specified time. The first wave of calls was made 

approximately three weeks after the initial maUing date, with a second round 

made approximately four weeks after the initial mafling date. 

Samnle Characteristics <-^ 

One hundred seventeen product managers randomly selected from the 

Directory of the American Marketing Association v/Gve contacted and agreed to 

participate in the study. A total of 18 agreed to become single respondents 

while 99 contacts agreed to distribute from 1 to 25 additional surveys to other 

product managers within their respective business unit. 

Industry and Firm Response F^tes 

In afl, 96 of the 117 firms contacted responded to the survey (82.5%). A 

total of 50 firms responded with from 2 to 18 respondents each, while the 

remaining 46 provided a single response. These statistics are summarized in 

Table 6. 

Classified based on the four digit Standard Industrial Classification 

(S.I.C.) code, the 96 firms that responded represent 29 industries. Of the 29 

industries, 9 are represented by a single company and the remaining 20 are 

represented by from 2 to 8 different companies. Table 7 provides a summary 

of these classifications. 
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TABLE 6 

SUMMARY OF SINGLE VERSUS MULTIPLE RESPONSE FIRMS 

Resp. 
Type 

MulUple 

Single 

Total 

# Firms 

50 

4§ 

96 

o/o Total 

52 

4S 

100 

TABLE 7 

Respondents 

157 

4S 

203 

Ave. 
Resp./Firm 

3.1 

LQ 

— 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES BY STANDARD 
INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION CODE 

Industrv 

Grain Mfll Products Mfg. 

Sugar Products Mfg. 

Beverages Mfg. 

Misc. Food Mfg. 

Office Furniture Mfg. 

Paperboard Container Mfg. 

Misc. Converted Paper Prods. 

Printing & Publishing Mfg. 

Greeting Card Mfg. 

Drug Mfg. 

S.I.C. # 

2040 

2060 

2080 

2090 

2520 

2650 

2670 

2730 

2770 

2830 

# of Firms 

6 

1 

6 

3 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

7 

Responses 

11 

2 

11 

7 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

13 
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Industry 

Soap. Cleansers Mfg. 

Ind. Organic Chemical Mfg. 

Tire & Inner Tube Mfg. 

Misc. Plastic Products Mfg. 

Gen. Industrial Machinery 

Computer & Office Equip. Mfg. 

Electric Lighting Mfg. 

Communications Equip. Mfg. 

Electronic Components Mfg. 

Motor Vehicles & Equip. Mfg. 

Measuring Devices Mfg. 

Med. Instrument & Sup. Mfg. 

Photo Equip. & Sup. Mfg. 

Pens, Pencfls, Art Sup. Mfg. 

Depository Institutions 

Personal Credit Institutions 

Mailing, Repro., Steno. 

Computer & Data Proc. Svcs. 

Hospitals 

Totals 

S.I.C. # 

2840 

2860 

3010 

3080 

3560 

3570 

3640 

3660 

3670 

3710 

3820 

3840 

3860 

3950 

6000 

6140 

7330 

7370 

8060 

# of Firms 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

4 

1 

7 

7 

5 

5 

3 

1 

1 

8 

1 

4 

8 

2 

96 

Responses 

2 

6 

2 

6 

1 

11 

3 

33 

13 

7 

14 

5 

1 

1 

10 

2 

13 

16 

2 

203 

N 
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Individual Response F^tes 

Table 8 presents a profile of the individual response rates for the study. 

Due to company policies that prohibited them from responding, a total of seven 

respondents (3 contact persons: 4 others) self-selected themselves out of the 

study after reviewing the survey. This resulted in reducing the original sample 

frame from 491 to 484. Of these, 203 were returned for an overall response 

rate of 41.9%. This rate compares quite favorably with other multi-stage 

sample results. Jus t slightly more than 25% of the respondents voiced 

interest in receiving the summary report offered in the cover letter that 

accompanied each survey. 

TABLE 8 

CONTACT VERSUS ALL OTHER RESPONSE F^TES 

Type 

Contacts 

Others 

Total 

Mafled 

117 

374 

491 

Adj.a 

(3) 

(41 

(7) 

Adj. 
TQtal 

114 

370 

484 

Re^ppnse? 

94 

109 

203 

Unadj. 
R^te 

80.3% 

29 .1% 

41.3% 

Adj. 
Rate 

82.5% 

29.5% 

41.9% 

a Adjustments reflect self-selection out of the sample by the respondent. 

Overall Characteristic Profile 

General information requested from all respondents Included title. 

Industry, years of education, years with the firm, and years of product/service 

management responsibility. 

\ 
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Respondents had an average of 17.5 years of education, ten years of 

service with their respective firm, and six years of product management 

experience. No significant difference in these averages was found between 

contacts and other respondents when t-tests were conducted, as shown in 

Table 9. 

TABLE 9 

t-TESTS OF EDUCATION, FIRM YEARS, AND PRODUCT MANAGER YEARS 
FOR CONTACTS VERSUS ALL OTHER RESPONDENTS 

Respondent 

Contacts 

Others 

Contacts 

Others 

Contacts 

Others 

Mean 

17.51 

17.35 

8.27 

9.93 

EDUCATION 

Std. Dev. 

1.88 

1.63 

FIRM YEARS 

7.46 

6.97 

Std. Error 

.20 

.16 

.78 

.68 

PRODUCT MANAGER YEARS 

5.86 

5.90 

4.27 

4 .68 

.45 

.46 

P-Value 

.53 

.53 

.11 

.11 

.94 

.94 

It could be argued that nonrespondents, in a worst case scenario, are not 

significantly different across these characteristics versus the "others" who did 

respond to the survey but were not contacted directly by the researcher. 

Therefore, if specific information was available on average years of education, 

years with the firm, and years of product management experience for 

\ 
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nonrespondents. it is anticipated that no significant difference between 

respondents and nonrespondents would be found. 

However, it was noted that some of the contacts were more successful 

than others In persuading their colleagues to respond to the survey. A 

comparison of contacts who elicited greater than 50% response from others 

versus those that did not is presented in Table 10. 

TABLE 10 

t-TESTS OF EDUCATION. FIF̂ VI YEARS. AND PRODUCT MANAGER YEARS 
BY CONTACT TYPE 

Contact Tvpe 

> 5 0 % Response 

< = 5 0 % Response 

> 5 0 % Response 

<= 50%) Response 

> 5 0 % Response 

<= 5 0 % Response 

Mean 

17.1 

17.35 

11.3 

6.0 

EDUCATION 

§tdr Dev, 

1.45 

1.63 

FIRM YEARS 

8.39 

4.21 

PROD. MGR. YEARS 

5.40 

5.48 

4 .15 

3.02 

Std. Error 

.29 

.16 

1.68 

.62 

.83 

.45 

P-Value 

.37 

.37 

.001 

.001 

.93 

.93 

These comparisons reveal that while contacts were equal in terms of 

average years of education and product management experience, they differ 

significantly in terms of total years with their respective firms. Those product 

\ 
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managers producing response rates greater than 50% averaged 11.3 years 

with the firm, while those producing response rates less than 50% averaged 

jus t six years with the firm. These results are not surprising since one might 

expect a product manager with greater seniority to have more contacts within 

his or her respective SBU as well as a better understanding of how to request 

cooperation from coUeagues in a way that would enhance response rates. 

Multiple Respondents 

It was noted in Chapter I that previous studies at the firm or SBU level 

have had a tendency to mask important differences in strategy at lower levels 

in the marketing organization, thus serving as the basis for conducting the 

current study at the product-market level of analysis. It was also hypothesized 

that in large, diversified companies, more than one strategy can be at work 

simultaneously within the same SBU. 

Within the sample of this study, 50 firms produced multiple respondents, 

and 35 of the 50 reported using different strategies at the product-market 

level. To confirm that the multiple respondents reporting the use of different 

strategies were indeed operating within the same SBU, respondent 

descriptions of their respective SBU/industry and business cards returned for 

the incentive summary report were analyzed. In cases where these sources 

failed to clearly Identify the SBU of the respondent, foflow-up telephone calls to 

the contact person were conducted. Of the 35 firms reporting use of different 

strategies at the product-market level, 31 (89%) were confirmed to have come 

from respondents operaUng within the same SBU, with the remaining 4 

reported by respondents from multiple SBUs within the same firm. 
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Measurement 

The survey developed for this study was designed to secure answers 

from product managers that reflected realized strategies (what was actuaUy 

done) versus intended strategies (what the product manager hoped to do or 

thought about doing). Since, for many reasons. Intended strategies often do 

not match realized strategies, the cover letter stressed the Importance of 

answering all survey questions based on what the product manager actually 

did whfle managing his or her products/services during calendar year 1992. 

Measurement of environmental factors and strategic orientation was 

accomplished via scales adapted from previous studies. New scales were 

developed for the measurement of implementation sklUs and performance. A 

discussion of each measurement scale, along with specific scale items, foUows. 

Measures of Environmental Factors 

Scales for environmental factors were similar to those developed by 

Achrol and Stern (1988) for customer preferences and competitive 

concentration. 

Customer preferences were presented on 7-polnt scales anchored from 

very simflar (0) to very different (6), and generally included questions about 

product features, price, quality, avallabflity, and credit terms. Demographic 

characteristics from the original scales were not an Important element of this 

study and were not used. According to Achrol and Stem (1988), customer 

preferences are diffused if they are dispersed relaUvely equally throughout the 

market such that segments cannot be distinguished. When customer 

preferences have enough commonality to be grouped into well-defined 

categories, they are segmented. 
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Competitive concentration refers to the number of competitors in a given 

market and the extent to which avaflable resources within that market are 

perceived to be controlled by or concentrated in a few or many organizations. 

Relative concentration was measured via two questions. The first question 

asked respondents to report the number of direct competitors in their market 

on a five point scale representing from one to eight or more competitors. The 

second question asked each respondent to estimate the amount of business 

resources controlled by the top four competitors in his or her market, and 

utilized a five point scale divided into equal percentage increments. 

Scale rellablUtles, as reported by Achrol and Stem (1988), are .908 for 

customer preferences, and .589 for competitive concentration. Table 11 

presents the actual items used to measure these environmental factors. 

Measures of Strategic Choice 

Strategy and organizational type were determined via three questions 

based on the works of Brittaln and Freeman (1980) and Porter (1985). 

Information from these questions was processed using the decision rules 

discussed earlier so that each respondent could be placed into respective 

groups representing the basic strategy (R, K, polymorphic, or stuck-in-the-

middle) and organizational type present (specialist or generalist). These 

questions were also designed to capture the degree to which each respondent 

was committed to his or her strategic choice so that the level of strategic 

commitment could be assessed. 
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TABLE 11 

MEASURES OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES (Achrol and Stem, 1988) 

(Scale: 0=very different, 6=not different) 

Please estimate the degree to which your customer(s) differ on the 
following: 

1. preferred variety of products. 
2. preferred variety of services. 
3. price preferences. 
4. quality preferences. 
5. product availability preferences. 
6. credit preferences. 
7. size of customer. 
8. terms of sale preferences (i.e., 2% 10 Net 30). 

COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION (Achrol and Stem, 1988) 

(Scale: 0=very different, 6=not different) 

1. Please circle the total number of companies that sold 
products/services positioned to compete directly with your products/services 
in your market during calendar year 1992: 

0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8 or more 

2. Please estimate the percent of business resources (1. e., capital, 
locations, buying power, facilities, access to sklUed labor, managerial expertise, 
access to markets through transportation/distribution networks, 
breadth/depth of products/services offered, capacity, etc.) controfled by you 
and your top three direct competitors that would make it difficult for a new 
competitor to enter your market (reverse coded): 

0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 
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Strategic orientation was measured using the STROBE scale developed by 

Venkatraman (1989), who reported alpha coefficients greater than .6 for all 

dimensions except defensiveness and riskiness, which scored .53 each. 

Although not every item in the original version of STROBE was used, this study 

tested the majority of the scale items at a different level of analysis (product-

market versus SBU) and provided the opportunity to validate and refine its 

content. Specific scale items for strategic choice are listed in Table 12. 

TABLE 12 

MEASURES OF STRATEGIC CHOICE 

ORGANIZATION TYPE 

SPECIALIST VERSUS GENERALIST (Brittaln and Freeman, 1980) 

(Scale: 1 =less than direct competition, 7=more than direct competition) 

Please Indicate the number of markets or market segments in which you 
sold products/services. 

STF^TEGY 

DIFFERENTIATION VERSUS COST LEADERSHIP (Porter, 1985) 

(Scale: l=Low, 7=Hlgh) 

Please answer the following based on the products/services you 
managed during calendar year 1992: 

1. Please Indicate the degree to which the products/services you managed 
had some unique characteristic that differentiated them from those of your 
direct competition, and you used this advantage as your primary strategy to 
position your products/services in your market. 

2. Please indicate the degree to which your company held some internal 
efficiency which allowed it to produce the products/services you managed 
at a lower cost than direct competition, and you used this advantage as 
your primary strategy to position your products/services in your market. 
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TABLE 12 

CONTINUED 

STRATEGIC ORIENTATION 

STRATEGIC ORIENTATION OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (STROBE) 
(Venkatraman, 1989) (Scale: 0=never, 6=often) 

AGGRESSrVENESS 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. sacrificed profitability to gain market share. 
2. set prices below direct competition. 
3. cut prices to Increase market share. 

ANALYSIS 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. developed a thorough analysis when confronted with a major decision. 
2. used the outputs of company reports. 
3. had or created formal Information coflecUon systems to support decision

making. 

DEFENSIVENESS 

Please Indicate the degree to which you: 

1. recommended modifications to product/service technologies/processes. 
2. used cost control systems to monitor performance. 
3. emphasized product/service quaUty. 

FUTURITY 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1 used criteria for allocating time, people, money, or equipment that primarily 
reflected long-term versus short-term considerations. 

2. emphasized product/market research to provide a future competitive 
advantage. r ,• , • 

3. conducted "what-if (brainstorming) analysis of cntical issues. 

\ 
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TABLE 12 

CONTINUED 

PROACTIVENESS 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. constantly sought new products/services related to the present operations. 
2. were first to introduce new products/services ahead of direct competition. 
3. strategically eliminated products/services. 

RISKINESS 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. Introduced high-risk products/services. 
2. adopted a conservative view when making major decisions, (reverse coded) 
3. approved projects on a "step-by-step" basis, (reverse coded) 

Measures of Implementation Skflls 

As suggested by Bonoma (1985), Implementation skflls are often used by 

managers to overcome the shortfalls of a poor marketing structure or a poor 

strategic choice. For example. Interacting skflls are used by product managers 

to Influence others, both inside and outside the marketing organization, to 

implement a strategy well. In many cases a product manager must rely on 

others with whom there is no direct reporting relationship, and interacting 

skills play a major role in what many practitioners refer to as "influence 

management." In countless other situations, interacting sklUs play a major role 

in the constant negotiating, "horse trading," or compromising conducted by the 

product manager to ensure that a given strategy receives the support needed 

to be successful. AUocatlng skflls enable a product manager to parcel his and 

others' time, assignments, and other resources among the marketing strategies 
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to be implemented to achieve a maximum return on Investment. It is here that 

the product manager is often faced with the tough decision of saying "no" to the 

aUocatlon of resources to support products or services that may have individual 

merit, but are Incongment with the current strategic direction. 

Monitoring skflls are used by product managers to assess the progress 

of a strategy. Often the quality of the information available is marginal, 

whether generated from some existing formal reporting system within the 

company, or gained from informal contact with customers and/or suppUers. 

According to Bonoma (1985). the really good monitors constantly ponder what it 

takes to be successful within their respective market, and have the uncanny 

ability to extract from the information available a formula for success that can 

be described in just a few sentences. 

When a marketing problem is confronted, product managers do not often 

have large, direct reporting staffs at their disposal, and permanent changes in 

organizational structure needed to solve the problem may be Impossible or 

impractical. In these situations, organizing skflls are a valuable tool that can be 

used to create an informal organization to match each different marketing 

problem that is confronted for a given strategy. Once the specific problem is 

solved, the Informal group is disbanded, but the manager who possesses these 

organizing skflls is always able to assemble another Informal organization when 

new problems arise. Multiple Indicants for the four types of implementation 

skiUs described by Bonoma (1985) are presented in Table 13. 
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TABLE 13 

MEASURES OF IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

INTERACTING 
(Scale: 0=never, 6=often) 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. influenced others within your immediate area to get the job done. 
2. Influenced others outside your immediate area but within your company to 

get the job done. 
3. influenced others outside your company to get the job done. 
4. compromised with others within your Immediate airea to get the job done. 
5. compromised with others outside your immediate area but within your 

company to get the job done. 
6. compromised with others outside your company to get the job done. 

ALLOCATING 
(Scale: 0=never, 6=often) 

Please Indicate the degree to which you: 

1. effectively managed your time. 
2. effectively managed others' time. 
3. said "no" to programs not right for your products/services. 
4. made sure products/services with dlstlncUve competitive advantages 

received extra resources. 

MONITORING 

(Scale: 0=never, 6=often) 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. monitored informal market signs that formal measuring systems did not 
measure. . 

2 developed theories about why the people in your orgamzaUon, your 
products, your markets, and your customers work the way they do. 

3. were a good listener. 
4. visited customers. 
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TABLE 13 

CONTINUED 

ORGANIZING 
(Scale: 0=never, 6=often) 

Please indicate the degree to which you: 

1. formed informal teams to complete a specific task and then dissolved them 
untfl needed again. 

2. helped others in areas of your company not directly under your control so 
that they could be called on when future help is needed in your Immediate 
area. 

3. networked within your company to get the marketing job done despite 
territorial boundaries. 

4. Implemented strategies successfully. 

Measures of Product-Market Performance 

Since information on more commonly used measures of performance 

such as return on Investment (ROD, return on equity (ROE), or retum on 

assets (ROA) is not typicaUy available at the product-market level, multiple 

indicants were developed to measure customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, 

relative market share, and relative profitability. 

Although not intended to be aU-lnclusive, this approach reflects the 

balanced competitor/customer method of performance assessment suggested 

by Day and Wensley (1988). Specific items are offered in Table 14. 
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TABLE 14 

MEASURES OF PRODUCT-MARKET PERFORMANCE 

SALES GROWTH RATE 

(Scale: l=slower than direct competition, 7=faster than direct competition) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate your sales growth rate relative to direct competition. 

SATISFACTION WITH SALES GROWTH RATE 

(Scale: 1= not satisfied, 7= very satisfied) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate your satisfaction with your sales growth rate. 

MAFiKET SHARE CHANGE 

(Scale: l=lost share relative to direct competition, 7=gained share relative to 
direct competition) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate the change in your market share relative to direct 
competition. 

NET PROFIT POSITION 

(Scale: l=lower than direct competition, 7=hlgher than direct competition) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate your net profit position relative to direct competition. 

LEVEL OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

(Scale: l=lower than direct competition, 7=hlgher than direct competition) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate the level of customer satisfaction with your 
products/services relative to direct competition. 
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TABLE 14 

CONTINUED 

LEVEL OF CUSTOMER LOYALTY 

(Scale: l=lower than direct compeUUon. 7=higher than direct competition) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate the level of customer loyalty toward your 
products/services relative to direct competition. 

SATISFACTION WITH STRATEGIC POSITION 

(Scale: 1 =lower than direct competition, 7=higher than direct competition) 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, 
please estimate your satisfaction with the strategic position of your 
products/services. 

STRATEGY PERFORMANCE VS. EXPECTATIONS 

(Scale: l=did not meet, 7=far exceeded) 

Please Indicate the degree to which your 1992 strategy met your 
expectations. 

Scale Purification 

Treatment of the relationships of indicants to latent constructs in this 

study warrants a brief discussion. Recent social sciences research has 

defined three ways in which these relationships can be analyzed (Howell 1987; 

FomeU and Bookstein 1982; Bagozzl and Fornefl 1982), with the choice of data 

analysis techniques greatly influencing the accuracy and credibility of the 

results. 
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The first choice is to treat the indicants as formative measures in the 

data analysis process, where the Indicants taken together define or form the 

latent construct. The responses to Indicants (weighted or unweighted) are 

added together to form an index such as I = XI + X2 + X3 + X4. A diagram of 

this choice can be found in part A of Figure 6. 

Formative measures are not ideally suited for all types of research. Since 

formative measures make no distinction between common variance and specific 

or unique variance, if some form of systematic variance is present in a study in 

which formative measures are used, as is often the case in research involving 

human subjects, it cannot be detected because it is captured in the overall 

common variance. A principal components analysis (PCA), which constructs 

linear combinations of the original variables so that a large portion of the total 

variance is represented by a few principal components, is an adequate method 

for the amalysls of formative measures. 

Philosophers of science argue that formative measures should not be 

used because each measure defines the construct under study, and any 

change in wording changes the construct so that comparison of research 

results across several studies, or generalization of conclusions from a single 

sample to the larger population from which it came becomes extremely difficult. 

Hunt (1991) comments on this issue: 

...a reflective measurement model of the concept 
"inteUlgence" would claim that the concept is in some 
meaningful sense real and can be measured through 
a variety of instruments. On the other hand, a 
formative measurement model might claim that 
intelligence is "whatever the Stanford-Binet IQ test 
measures and nothing more than what the test 
measures." (p. 283) 

\ 
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A. Formative Indicants 

B. Reflective Indicants 

C. Formative Indicants for Exogenous Construct 
Reflective Indicants for Endogenous Construct 

FIGURE 6. APPROACHES FOR RELATING 
INDICANTS TO LATENT CONSTRUCTS 

ADAPTED FROM FORNELL AND 
BOOKSTEIN, 1982 
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The second choice for data analysis is to treat the Indicants as reflective 

measures, which assumes there is an underlying latent construct that causes 

or in some way influences responses to the Indicants. At least part of what is 

observed in the indicants reflects something about the underlying latent 

construct, and there are two parts to the variance: (1) that which is related to 

the latent constmct and therefore shared by all indicants; and (2) that which 

is specific or unique to the observed Indicant itself Thus the stmcture of 

reflective measures suggests the use of common factor analysis (CFA). This 

choice is represented by part B of Figure 6. 

The third choice for data analysis combines the first two, and is unique 

to studies in which both formative and reflective measures are used. This 

leads to the mixed-mode estimation procedure diagrammed in part C of 

Figure 6. However, as we conclude this discussion it is Important to note that 

the choice of Initial data analysis and subsequent model estimation should not 

be based solely on the type of measure used. Other Important factors that 

should be considered Include the overall objective of the study, the substantive 

theory supporting the hypothesized model, and often the way the unobservable 

construct has been conceptualized (Fornefl and Bookstein, 1982). 

Although some researchers argue that common factor analysis is the 

stronger of the two data analysis techniques because it provides insight into 

specific variance, the factor scores generated via this procedure are generally 

viewed as indeterminate. Whfle there is no specific evidence which suggests 

that PCA is ideally suited for the analysis of formative measures, one can argue 

that CFA is better suited to analyze reflective measures versus formative 

measures because of its capability to isolate unique variance. Therefore, it was 

decided to use PCA for the analysis required in this study. 
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However, to ensure that use of PCA would not adversely affect results, a 

test was conducted for the purposes of comparing the factor scores produced 

via PCA with those produced via CFA. Using the indicants developed for the 

measurement of implementation skflls, factor scores were generated using both 

PCA and CFA techniques. The PCA generated factor scores were then tested 

for correlation with the respective factor scores produced by CFA. The 

resultant correlaUons ranged from .92 to .96, suggesting that PCA would 

produce results quite similar to CFA. A principal components analysis was 

then conducted for the customer preferences, strategic orientation, 

implementation sklUs, and performance constructs. Because the competitive 

concentration construct was measured by just two indicants, it was not 

Included in this analysis. 

Initial results of the principal components analysis revealed that several 

indicants did not perform well in the measurement of customer preferences, 

implementation skflls, and performance. Specifically, the analysis of customer 

preferences revealed that the questions concerning customer size and credit 

preferences (questions 47-49) loaded onto a second factor not related to 

customer preferences for variety of products, services, quality, and availability. 

Since these later preferences were the central concern of the study, questions 

47 through 49 were dropped from further analysis. The remaining six 

indicants loaded clearfly and strongly onto a single factor. 

Similar findings surfaced in the analysis of implementation skflls. 

Bonoma (1985) originally postulated that four types of implementation skflls 

(interacting, aUocatlng. organizing, and monitoring) were necessary for success, 

and these four categories were used in the development of indicants for this 

construct. However, the initial principal components analysis retained five 

N 
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factors, and the factors that emerged were not as originally described by 

Bonoma. 

For example, the indicants designed to measure interacting skills loaded 

onto two different factors. Questions 22, 23, 25, and 26, which were 

designed to measure a manager's ability to influence and compromise with 

those inside his or her firm, loaded onto a factor that also included the 

indicants designed to measure organizing skills (questions 36-38). Questions 

24 and 27, which were designed to measure the degree of Influence the 

respondent had on those outside his or her firm, loaded on a second factor 

consisting of just these two indicants. Questions 30 (allocating) and 34 

(monitoring) produced marginal loadings across several factors and were 

dropped from further analysis. 

The STROBE scale posed a unique problem because it was originally 

designed as a reflective measure, with initial tests of its measurement 

properties based on confirmatory factor analysis conducted via LISREL. 

Therefore STROBE was analyzed using both principal components analysis and 

confirmatory factor analysis in LISREL. The results were quite similar and 

showed that questions 10 (defensiveness), 18 (proactiveness), and 19, 20, and 

21 (riskiness) evidenced high cross-loadings and were therefore dropped from 

further analysis. 

As for performance, questions 59 and 60, which were designed to 

measure customer satisfaction and loyalty respectively, loaded onto a second 

factor for performance. Since the primary areas of interest in terms of 

measuring performance were market share, profitability, sales growth rate, and 

strategic position, all relative to direct competition, questions 59 and 60 were 

dropped from further analysis. 
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After these items were removed from each respective scale, a second 

principal components analysis retained five factors for strategic orientation 

(aggressiveness, analysis, futurity, proactiveness, and defensiveness), four 

factors for implementation skflls (internal interacting and organizing skflls, 

aUocating skills, extemal Interacting skflls, and monitoring sklUs), and one 

factor each for customer preferences and product-market performance. 

Specific items and their respective factor loadings are presented in Tables 15, 

16, 17, and 18. 

ReUabUities 

According to ZeUer and Carmines (1980), a reliable measure is one that is 

consistent and repeatable, and reUability is defined as being equal to the 

nonrandom portion of the observed variance. Peter (1979) states it another 

way by saying that reUability tests "attempt to determine the portion of variance 

in a measurement scale that is systematic" (p. 8). 

Since the measurement scales in this study were administered to 

respondents at a single point in time, an assessment of internal consistency or 

equivalence is the appropriate test. This assessment assumes each indicant is 

a separate but equal measure of the underlying constiuct, and a spUt halves 

approach has often been used to test for this characteristic. However, 

research has shown that the spUt halves method can produce different results 

depending on how the sample is split. To overcome this problem, coefficient 

alpha (Cronbach, 1951), which calculates the mean reliabiUty coefficient for all 

possible sample splits, is the preferred method, especially when assessing the 

reUabflity of multi-item scales. 
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TABLE 15 

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT FACTOR LOADINGS 
FOR STRATEGIC ORIENTATION 

F i F2 F3 F4 F5 

AGl. Sacrificed profitability to gain market share. .738 
AG2. Set prices t>elow direct competition. .811 
AGS. Cut prices to increase market share. .867 

AN 1. Developed a thorough analysis when 
confronted with a major decision. .744 

AN2. Used the outputs of company reports. .826 
AN3. Had or created formal information collection 

systems to support decision-making. .728 

DEI. Used cost control systems to monitor 
performance. .846 

DE2. Emphasized product/service quality. .703 

FUl . Used criteria for allocating time, people, money, 
or equipment that primarily reflected long-term 
versus short-term considerations. .786 

FU2. Emphasized product/market research to provide 
a future competitive advantage. .667 

FU3. Conducted "what-if (brainstorming) analysis of 
critical Issues. .728 

PRl. Constanfly sought new products/services related 
to the present operations. .833 

PR2. Were first to introduce new products/services 
ahead of direct competition. .825 

AG = Aggressiveness 
AN = Analysis 
DE = Defensiveness 
FU = Futurity 
PR = Proactiveness 
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TABLE 16 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT FACTOR LOADINGS 

FOR IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

IN = Internal interacting and organizing skills 
AL = Allocating skills 
EX = Extemal Interacting skills 
MO = Monitoring skills 

F l F2 F3 F4 

INI. Influenced others within your Immediate area to 
get the Job done. 633 

IN2. Influenced others outside your immediate area but 
within your company to get the Job done. .685 

1N3. Compromised with others within your immediate 
area to get the Job done. .665 

1N4. Compromised with others outside your immediate 
area but within your company to get the Job done. .699 

INS. Formed informal teams to complete a specific task 
and then dissolved them until needed again. .610 

IN6. Helped others in areas of your company not directly 
under your control so that they could be called on 
when future help is needed in your immediate area. .510 

IN7. Networked within your company to get the marketing 
Job done despite territorial boundaries. 543 

ALL Effectively managed your time. -785 
AL2. Effectively managed others' time. -773 
AL3. Made sure products/services with distinctive 

competitive advantages received extra resources. .528 

EXl. Influenced others outside your company to get the 
Job done. 

EX2. Compromised with others outside your company to 
get the Job done. 

MOl. Monitored Informal market signs that formal 
measuring systems did not measure. 

M02. Developed theories about why the people in your 
organization, your products, your markets, and your 
customers work the way they do. 

M03. Visited customers. 

.800 

.884 

.649 

.806 

.603 
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P4. 

TABLE 17 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT FACTOR LOADINGS 

FOR CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Fl 

CPl . Preferred variety of products. .711 
CP2. Preferred variety of services. .725 
CP3. Price preferences. .532 
CP4. Quahty preferences. .582 
CP5. Product avaflabillty preferences. .710 

TABLE 18 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT FACTOR LOADINGS 

FOR PRODUCT-MARKET PERFORMANCE 

F i 

P I . For the products/services you managed during 
calendar year 1992, please estimate your sales 
growth rate relative to direct competition. .810 

P2. For the products/services you managed during 
calendar year 1992, please estimate your satisfaction 
with your sales growth rate. .858 

P3. For the products/services you managed during 
calendar year 1992, please estimate the change 
in your market share relative to direct competition. .799 

For the products/services you managed during 
calendar year 1992, please estimate your net profit 
position relative to direct competition. .587 

P5. For the products/services you managed during 
calendar year 1992, please estimate your satisfaction 
with the strategic position of your products/services. .762 

P6. Please indicate the degree to which your 1992 
strategy met your expectations. .799 
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Cronbach's alpha also has its limitations, as noted by Zeller and Carmines 

(1980). One Umitation is that the method essentlaUy acts as a maximum 

likeUhood estimator, which means that the reUability estimate cannot be less 

than this parameter. Another limitation surfaces when individual indicants are 

highly heterogeneous in their relationships with one another, or when sample 

size is small. Under these conditions, Cronbach's alpha may actually 

understate reliability. 

To offset these limitations, theta, which is specifically formulated to be 

used when principal components are the primary data analysis technique, can 

also be calculated. Theta is actually a special case of alpha "in which the 

weighting vector has been chosen so as to make alpha a maximum. In other 

words, theta may be considered a maximized coefficient alpha" (Zefler and 

Carmines, 1980, p. 63). 

Cronbach's alpha and theta were both used to assess the reliability of the 

STROBE, implementation skifls, customer preferences, and product-market 

performance scales. Most Indicants produced scores greater than .6, 

indicating acceptable reliability of measurement. However, defensiveness and 

monitoring demonstrated marginally acceptable reliability levels (.558 and .533 

respectively). Individual reliabilities are presented in Table 19. 

Initial Analvsis and Adiustments 

Having completed the principal components and reUabilitles analysis with 

the confidence that each set of indicants properly and reliably represented its 

respective underlying construct, regression analysis was attempted. Initial 

tests failed to produce significant results, however. This was due in part to 

the small group sizes created when the specialist/generalist organization type 
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TABLE 19 

SCALE RELL\BILITIES 

Scale 

STROBE (overall) 
Aggressiveness 
Analysis 
Futurity 
Defensiveness 
Proactiveness 

Implementation SkiUs 
Internal Influencing 
AUocating SklUs 
Extemal Influencing 
Monitoring Skills 

& Org. 

SklUs 

Alpha 

.673 

.748 

.727 

.667 

.533 

.621 

.793 

.772 

.652 

.826 

.558 

Customer Preferences 

Performance 

Theta 

.751 

,802 

,665 

,863 

.670 

.866 

was included as one of the decision rules used to determine appropriate versus 

inappropriate strategic choices. This decision rule was dropped and further 

tests were run without success. 

Standard diagnostics for multicolUnearity did not detect a significant 

problem. For example, the variance inflation factors (VIFs) for the independent 

variables ranged from 1.01 to 1.35. VIFs that are greater than 10 suggest that 

the multicolUnearity between variables is high enough to have a signlflcant 

influence on the least squares estimates (Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 

1989, p. 409). Although the VIFs did not appear to be large enough to cause 

interpretation problems, it was also noted that correlations between numerous 

indicants were in the .2 to .6 range. It was concluded that the marginal 

V 
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amounts of multicoUinearity present across multiple indicants, when brought 

together into a regression model, were collectively the cause of the 

interpretation problems. This problem was addressed by the use of 

standardized factor scores. 

Standardized factor scores, when generated within the same program, 

are uncorrelated. It is Important to note, however, that once this procedure 

has been employed, the resulting standardized factor scores become the 

measures for the study. This process was applied to the problem at hand, and 

although removal of the effects of multicoUinearity resulted in a sUght 

improvement, overall results were stiU unsatisfactory. 

Further investigation revealed that the degree of strategic commitment 

reported by respondents had a significant impact on performance. Although 

this construct had been considered a priori, and was the basis for the decision 

rule that used differences in responses to the questions on differentiation and 

cost leadership to assess its strength, strategic commitment had not been 

hypothesized to explain a major portion of the variance in product-market 

performance. 

Since strategic commitment and strategic orientation suggest certain 

patterns of behavior on the part of the product manager, one might argue that 

the constructs are one and the same. However, the indicants designed to 

measure the behaviors that comprise strategic commitment appear to be 

substantially different from the Indicants developed by Venkatraman (1989) to 

measure the behaviors associated with strategic orientation. Both sets of 

indicants also display reasonable levels of face validity. 

To ensure that the Indicants designed to measure strategic commitment 

were truly measuring a separate construct, a multiple comparison test was 
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conducted to determine the respective effects of strategic commitment and 

strategic orientation on performance. The a priori logic was that if no 

significant differences in mean performance were found, it would be concluded 

that the Indicants were measuring the same construct. However, if significant 

differences in mean performance were found, it would Indicate that two 

separate constructs had been measured. Significantly different results were 

produced Indicating that separate constructs had been measured. 

Once strategic commitment was added to the model, a significant 

improvement in explanatory power resulted, and data analysis proceeded 

smoothly. A detailed discussion of the findings of the study is presented in 

Chapter FV. 



CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Hvnotheses Tests 

The overall goal of this study was to determine if appropriate strategic 

choices (defined as the right strategy coupled with the right strategic 

orientation) supported by appropriate behaviors (defined as strong strategic 

commitment and high Implementation skills) performed better than 

Inappropriate strategic choices given a specific environmental condition. 

For a given environmental condition, the hypothesis test of Interest is TO: 

the mean performance levels produced by the strategies present are equal. 

This type of hypothesis test is typically conducted via an analysis of variance. 

If the nuU hypothesis not rejected, the conclusion is that the mean 

performance levels produced by each strategy present are equal, and no 

further Investigation is necessary. When differences in mean performance are 

Indicated by a significant F ratio, further investigation is conducted to 

determine where the differences in means exist. To accomplish this task, 

multiple comparison tests are often the technique of choice. 

An alternative involves the use of contrasts, defined as Unear 

combinations of means with known coefficients that meet two criteria: (1) at 

least one coefficient is nonzero; and (2) the sum of the coefficients equals 

zero. 

Contrasts in which two of the coefficients present are assigned values of 

1 and - 1 , respectively, and all other coefficients are assigned a value of zero. 

89 
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are known as palrwise comparisons. If these requirements are not met, the 

contrast is referred to as a nonpairwise comparison. The number of palrwise 

comparisons that can be made depends on the number of means (p) present in 

the sample, and equals p(p-l)/2. 

Contrasts generally fall Into one of three categories: (1) a priori, 

orthogonal, (2) a priori, nonorthogonal, and (3) a posteriori, nonorthogonal. 

A priori, orthogonal contrasts are planned before the data analysis is 

conducted, as the name implies, and are easily recognizable because the sum 

of the coefficients equals zero. Since these contrasts are the only Interest of 

the researcher, it is not necessary to conduct an overall test of significance 

prior to testing the contrasts. 

A priori, nonorthogonal contrasts are equally recognizable because the 

coefficients do not sum to zero. A common use of this type of contrast occurs 

when the means of a sample are to be compared with a control mean. Since 

these contrasts are also planned before the data analysis is conducted, there is 

no need to conduct an overall significance test. 

A posteriori, nonorthogonal contrasts, as the name implies, are conducted 

after the data have been collected and at least some of the analysis has been 

conducted. This type of analysis is referred to by some as data snooping 

because of its post hoc nature, and is not of interest or use in this study. 

The basic difference between individual contrasts and multiple 

comparison tests resides in the conceptual unit of error rate (Kirk, 1982). In 

the case of an individual contrast, the conceptual unit of error rate is the 

contrast itself However, in the case of the multiple comparison test, a 

different conceptual unit of error, the family, is used in most multltreatment 
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ANOVA designs. The family consists of all contrasts of Interest associated with 

each treatment or Interaction present within the study, which greaUy increases 

the degrees of freedom avaflable for estimating experimental error. 

Selection of the conceptual unit for error rate to be used in a given study 

has generated extensive debate and significant controversy among statisticians. 

Although the debate continues, there seems to be consensus that the proper 

choice depends on the type of contrast used (Kirk, 1982). If a priori 

orthogonal contrasts are to be used, contemporary practice favors the contrast 

as the conceptual unit for error rate. If a priori nonorthogonal contrasts are 

planned, practice favors the use of the family as the conceptual unit for error 

rate because most nonorthogonal contrasts generate significant amounts of 

redundant information, and the results of one test are not typically viewed as 

being independent from other tests that are conducted. 

However, as noted by Kirk (1982), the probability of making a Type I 

error when contrasts are conducted is l-(l-alpha)^ , where c equals the 

number of contrasts tested. Therefore, as the number of contrasts Increases 

so does the probability of committing a Type I error. As an example, if three, 

five, or ten contrasts are conducted, the respective probabilities of making a 

Type I error at the .05 alpha level are: 

1 - (1 - .05)3 = .14 

1 - (1 - .05)5 = .23 

1 - (1 - .05)10 = .40. 
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The posslbflity of making a Type 1 error must also be weighed against the 

power of the test chosen: 

In general, test statistics that were designed for 
testing a select, limited number of contrasts are 
more powerful than those designed to test all 
palrwise comparisons or aU possible contrasts. 
Hence, when possible, it is to the experimenter's 
advantage to specify a select, Umlted number of 
contrasts in advance. (Kirk, 1982, p. 106) 

All of this advice was considered, but posed a dilemma for the current 

study in terms of selecting tests that used the recommended conceptual unit 

for error rate. The contrasts to be conducted were clearly a priori, 

nonorthogonal, and therefore not independent, for which multiple comparison 

tests are the conventional choice. 

However, since the maximum number of a priori contrasts of Interest to 

be conducted for any given condition in the current study was just three, 

which equates to a Type I error rate of . 14, the risk associated with the use of 

individual contrasts was not perceived as prohibitive in lieu of the higher power 

associated with this technique. Also considered was the fact that the number 

of contrasts of Interest per condition dropped to two or one in some cases due 

to smaU cell size, thus Umiting their capability to generate significant amounts 

of redundant information. As a result, tests using both types of conceptual 

units for error rates were conducted. 

Both methods are reported, and overall results show that the multiple 

comparison tests did not demonstrate significant differences in mean 

performance for any of the conditions tested. However, the individual 

contrasts did, in some conditions, demonstrate significant differences in mean 
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performance between the theoretical strategic choice and at least one other 

strategy present. For the sake of the reader, each hypothesis originally 

introduced in Chapter II is presented separately, with its respective findings. 

Hvoothesis 1 

Hypothesis one predicts that when competitive concentration is low and 

customer preferences are diffused, an appropriate stiateglc choice (R) 

supported by appropriate behaviors will perform best. Thirty-six respondents 

reported operating in this type of market. 

The findings indicate that for the sample surveyed, a K strategy 

performed best for this condition. Therefore, the theoretical strategy of choice 

(R) was not supported. The overall significance test (.11) suggests a marginal 

possibility of differences in mean performance among the strategies present, 

but this is not confirmed by the multiple comparison tests. 

However, the individual contrasts reveal that the R strategy achieved a 

significant statistical difference in mean performance versus the mean 

performance generated by the stuck and P strategies. The contrast of the R 

and K strategies shows no significant difference in mean performance. Results 

are presented in Table 20. 

Hvpothesls 2 

Hypothesis two predicts that when competitive concentration is moderate 

and customer preferences are diffused, an appropriate strategic choice (P) 

supported by appropriate behaviors will perform best. Ninety-four 

respondents reported competing in this type of market. 
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TABLE 20 

CONTRAST OF R VERSUS OTHER STRATEGIES FOR CONDITION 1 
LOW COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION AND 

DIFFUSED CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

Source 

Strategy 

Strategv 

K 
R 
Stuck 
P 

Contrast 

Rvs . Stuck 
R v s . P 
R v s . K 

DF SS 

3 5.82 
32 28.07 
35 33.89 

Type III 
DF ^ 

3 5.82 

Mean 
Performance* 

.618 
.450 

- .275 
- .428 

Contrast SS 

3.515 
2.980 

.072 

Mean 
Square 

1.94 
.88 

Mean 
Scuare 

1.94 

N 

3 
17 
11 
5 

Mean Square 

3.515 
2.980 

.072 

F 
Value 

2.21 

F 
Value 

2,21 

F Value 

4.01 
3.40 

.08 

Pr > F 

.11 

Pr > F 

.11 

Dunn's 1 
GrouDing 

A 
A 
A 
A 

Pr > F 

.054 

.075 

.777 

R^ 

.17 

* Angflysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 

1 Significant controversy also exists among statisticians as to the proper 
multiple comparison test to be used in a given study. Since this study uses a 
priori, nonorthogonal contrasts, and analyzes a sample with unequal cell sizes, 
Dunn's (Bonferroni) multiple comparison procedure, as recommended by P^rk 
(1982), is used. 
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The findings for hypothesis 2 demonstrate that a P strategy performs 

best, as predicted by theory. The overall significance test (.10) suggests a 

marginal possibility of differences in mean performance among the strategies 

present, but this is not confirmed by the multiple comparison tests. However, 

the individual contrasts demonstrate a significant difference in mean 

performance between the P strategy and those stuck-in-the-mlddle. These 

findings are presented in Table 21. 

Hvpothesls 3 

Hypothesis three suggests that when competitive concentration is high 

and customer preferences are diffused, an appropriate strategic choice (K) 

supported by appropriate behaviors wiU perform best. Thirty-two respondents 

from the sample operate in this type of market. 

The results show that a K strategy performed best, which confirms 

theory. However, the K strategy did not produce a statistically significant 

difference in mean performance versus the other strategies present in this 

condition. This observation is supported by the multiple comparison tests as 

well as the individual contrasts. Results are summarized in Table 22. 

Hvpothesls 4 

Hypothesis four predicts that when competitive concentration is low and 

customer preferences are segmented, an appropriate strategic choice (R) 

supported by appropriate behaviors will perform best. 

Due to the extremely small sample size (n = 7) discussion is somewhat 

limited. For example, the K strategy was not present for this condition and is 

not discussed. The R strategy performed best, but did not produce a 

\ 
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TABLE 21 

CONTRAST OF P VERSUS OTHER STRATEGIES FOR CONDITION 2: 
MODERATE COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION AND 

DIFFUSED CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

$Qurce 

Strategy 

Strategy 

p 
R 
K 
Stuck 

Contrast 

P vs. Stuck 
P vs. R 
P vs. K 

DF ^ 

3 6.01 
90 85.47 
93 91.48 

Type III 
DF SS 

3 6.01 

Mean 
Performance* 

.186 
.072 

- .260 
- .489 

Conti-ast SS 

4.535 
.180 
.659 

Mean 
Square 

2.00 
.95 

Mean 
Square 

2.00 

N 

19 
50 
4 

21 

Mean Square 

4.535 
.180 
.659 

F 
Value 

2.11 

F 
Value 

2.11 

F Value 

4 .78 
.19 
.69 

Pr > F 

.10 

Pr > F 

.10 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 
A 
A 

Pr > F 

.032 

.664 

.407 

R^ 

.07 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 
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TABLE 22 

CONTRAST OF K VERSUS OTHER STRATEGIES FOR CONDITION 3: 
HIGH COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION AND 

DIFFUSED CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

Source 

Strategy 

Strategv 

K 
P 
Stuck 
P 

Contrast 

K vs. Stuck 
K vs. R 
K vs. P 

DF ^ 

3 .88 
28 26.05 
31 26.93 

Type III 
DF SS 

3 .88 

Mean 
Performance* 

.456 
.288 
.055 

- .107 

Contrast SS 

.129 

.303 

.024 

Mean 
Square 

.29 

.93 

Mean 
Square 

.29 

N 

1 
5 
4 

22 

Mean Souare 

.129 

.303 

.024 

F 
Value 

.32 

F 
Value 

.32 

F Value 

.14 

.33 

.03 

Pr > F 

.81 

Pr > F 

.81 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 
A 
A 

Pr > F 

.713 

.573 

.875 

R^ 

.03 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 
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statistically significant difference in mean performance versus the other 

sti-ategies present for tills condition. Thus the tiieoretical choice (R) is 

supported, as shown in Table 23. 

Hvoothesis 1=̂  

Hypothesis five forecasts that when competitive concentiation is 

moderate and customer preferences are segmented, an appropriate strategic 

choice (P) supported by appropriate behaviors will perform best. Twenty-six 

respondents operate in this type of market within the sample. 

The findings for this condition show that a P stiategy performs best, 

which confirms theory, as shown in Table 24. The overall significance test 

(.06) suggests a significant difference in mean performance among the 

strategies present, but the multiple comparison tests fail to demonstrate this 

difference. 

The individual contrasts, however, show that a P strategy produced 

statistically significant differences in performance versus the stuck-in-the-

mlddle and R strategies. 

Hypothesis 6 

Hypothesis six suggests that when competitive concentration is high and 

customer preferences are segmented, an appropriate strategic choice (K) 

supported by appropriate behaviors wlfl perform best. Only eight respondents 

reported operating in this type of market, which limits discussion for this 

hypothesis. 

Due to the absence of the theoretical choice (K), theory could not be 

tested. Therefore, the next best theoretical choice for this condition, a P 
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TABLE 23 

CONTRAST OF R VERSUS OTHER STRATEGIES FOR CONDITION 4 
LOW COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION AND 
SEGMENTED CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

Source 

Strategy 

Strategv 

R 
P 
Stuck 

Contrast 

R vs. Stuck 
R v s . P 

DF SS 

2 1.35 
4 7.56 
6 8.91 

Type III 
DF SS 

2 1.35 

Mean 
Performance* 

.017 
- .725 
- .977 

Conti-ast SS 

1.185 
.660 

Mean 
Square 

.68 
1.89 

Mean 
Square 

.68 

N 

3 
2 
2 

Mean Square 

1.185 
.660 

F 
Value 

.36 

F 
Value 

.36 

F Value 

.63 

.35 

Pr > F 

.72 

Pr > F 

.72 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 
A 

Pr > F 

.473 

.586 

R^ 

.15 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 
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TABLE 24 

CONTRAST OF P VERSUS OTHER STRATEGIES FOR CONDITION 5: 
MODERATE COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION AND 

SEGMENTED CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

§Qurce 

Strategy 

Strategv 

P 
K 
R 
Stuck 

Contrast 

P vs. Stuck 
P vs. R 
P vs. K 

DF SS 

3 7.03 
22 18.15 
25 25.18 

Type III 
DF SS 

3 7.03 

Mean 
Performance* 

.698 
.203 

- .028 
- .809 

Contrast SS 

6.489 
2.760 

.222 

Mean 
Square 

2.34 
.82 

Mean 
Square 

2.34 

N 

10 
1 

11 
4 

Mean Square 

6.489 
2.760 

.222 

F 
Value 

2.84 

F 
Value 

2.84 

F Value 

7.87 
3.35 

.27 

Pr > F 

.06 

Pr > F 

.06 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 
A 
A 

Pr > F 

.010 

.081 

.609 

R^ 

.28 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 
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strategy. Is used for the contrasts. Although the P strategy performed best in 

this Umited sample, it did not produce a statistically significant difference in 

performance versus the other strategies operating in this condition. Results 

are presented in Table 25. 

Summary of Hvpotheses Tests 

Six environmental conditions served as the basis for the hypotheses 

tests. Five of the six theoretical strategic choices were present in the sample 

and therefore testable. In four of the five scenarios that were testable, and 

with varying levels of statistical significance, the appropriate strategic choice 

did perform better than inappropriate stiateglc choices. Table 26 contrasts the 

best performers, by condition, versus the theoretical strategic choice. 

Since hypotheses 7-12 are essentially worst case scenarios of hypotheses 

1-6, the pertinent information on performance under these conditions has 

already been presented. However, to aid the reader in crystalizing these 

results. Table 26 also summarizes the strategies that performed worst in each 

condition. Theory is supported in all five scenarios that were testable. From a 

managerial perspective, those stuck-in-the-middle were the worst performers 

in three of the five testable conditions, which supports the observations of 

Porter (1985) who suggests that indecisive business units will not perform well. 

Table 27 summarizes the strategic choices made by condition for the total 

sample. It should be noted that as markets matured from low competitive 

concentration and diffused customer preferences (Condition 1) to high 

competitive concentration and segmented customer preferences (Condition 6). 

the number of stuck-in-the-middle respondents within the sample surveyed 

•"WSV 
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TABLE 25 

CONTRAST OF K VERSUS OTHER STRATEGIES FOR CONDITION 6: 
HIGH COMPETITIVE CONCENTRATION AND 

SEGMENTED CUSTOMER PREFERENCES 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

Source 

Strategy 

Strategv 

P 
R 
Stuck 

Contrast 

P vs. Stuck 
P vs. R 

DF ^ 

2 1.73 
5 11.05 
7 12.78 

Type III 
DF SS 

2 1.73 

Mean 
Performance* 

.481 
- .085 
- .715 

Contrast SS 

1.716 
.480 

Mean 
Square 

.87 
2.21 

Mean 
Square 

.87 

N 

3 
3 
2 

Mean Souare 

1.716 
.480 

F 
Value 

.39 

F 
Value 

.39 

F Value 

.78 

.22 

Pr > F 

.70 

Pr > F 

.70 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 
A 

Pr > F 

.419 

.661 

R 2 

.14 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 

T"5HlliB8HB^|S. 
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TABLE 26 

COMPARISONS OF THEORETICAL STRATEGIC CHOICES VERSUS 
THE BEST AND WORST PERFORMERS BY CONDITION 

Best Performers 

Condition 

Condition 1 

Condition 2 

Condition 3 

Condition 4 

Condition 5 

Condition 6 

Worst Performers 

Condition 

Condition 1 

Condition 2 

Condition 3 

Condition 4 

Condition 5 

Condition 6 

Theoretical 
Strategic Choice 

R 

P 

K 

R 

P 

K 

Theoretical 
stratppic Choice 

R 

P 

K 

R 

P 

K 

Best 
Performer 

K 

P 

K 

R 

P 

R 

Worst 
Performer 

P 

Stuck 

R 

Stuck 

Stuck 

Stuck 

Theory 
Confirmed? 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Not Testable 
(K not present) 

Theory 
Confirmed? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Not Testable 
(K not present) 
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TABLE 27 

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL STRATEGIC CHOICES 
OF THE SAMPLE BY CONDITION 

Condition 

Condition 1 

Condition 2 

Condition 3 

Condition 4 

Condition 5 

Condition 6 

Totals 

Stuck 

11 

21 

4 

2 

4 

2 

44 

Stiateglc 

R 

17 

50 

22 

3 

11 

2. 

106 

Choice 

P 

5 

19 

5 

2 

10 

3. 

44 

K 

3 

4 

1 

0 

I 

Q. 

9 

declined significantly. This not only coincides with Porter's observations 

(1985), but also reflects the R-selection and K-selection pressures described by 

MacArthur and Wflson (1967), which suggest that if an organization fafls to 

manage its resources properly for the given environmental conditions, it will 

not survive. 

For the sample under study, R strategies are more prevalent when 

customer preferences are diffused (conditions 1-3) then when they become 

v ^ 
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segmented in the later stages of the market life cycle (conditions 4-6). This 

observation also supports theory. 

P strategies, as theory suggests, are most often found within the sample 

of the current study when competitive concentration is moderate (conditions 2 

and 5). The small number of K strategies present in the sample precludes any 

overafl observations for this strategic choice. 

Research Question Tests 

Once again, for the benefit of the reader, the research questions 

introduced in Chapter II are restated, along with each respective finding. In 

general, the research questions were designed to explore areas not covered by 

the hypotheses nor specifically investigated in previous research. 

The goal of research questions one and two was to explore differences in 

performance between appropriate versus inappropriate strategic choices as 

moderated by strong or weak strategic commitment and Implementation skills. 

Research questions three through six explored the respective Influences of 

strategy, strategic orientation, and implementation skflls when an inappropriate 

strategic choice was made. 

Since the analysis required to answer these research questions also relies 

on comparisons between groups with unequal cell sizes, the general linear 

model (GLM) is the appropriate technique. However, interpretation of the main 

effects of the model should not be finalized until tests for interaction are 

conducted. 

An Interaction model was tested and results demonstrated no signlflcant 

interaction between strategic choice, strategic commitment, and implementation 
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skflls. Thus interpretation of the main effects is straightforward. Results of 

the interaction test are summarized in Table 28. 

The model produced an R 2 of . 16 (F value = 5.12; 

Pr > F = .0001). Strategic choice is shown to have no significant effect on 

performance, while strategic commitment and Implementation skills show 

highly significant and significant effects on performance, respectively. 

Multiple comparison tests also demonstrate that strategic choice does not 

have a significant effect on performance, while strategic commitment and 

implementation skflls play a major role in performance outcomes. These 

results are summarized in Table 29. With this analysis complete, the stage is 

set for discussion of each specific research question. 

Research Question 1 

Research question one was designed to explore the scenario suggested by 

Bonoma (1985), in which the negative effects of an inappropriate strategic 

choice (ISC) are offset by the positive effects of a high level of Implementation 

skills. The goal of this question was to determine If each element's influence 

on performance could be estimated. A regression analysis, using standardized 

betas, produced the results summarized in Table 30. Stiateglc choice is 

shown to have a much smaller Influence on performance than implementation 

skills. 

Research Question 2 

Research question two attempts to determine the relative influence of 

each element when an appropriate strategic choice (ASC) is supported by weak 

implementation skills. The standardized parameter estimates presented in 

TT!S>^ 
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TABLE 28 

ANOVA OF PERFORMANCE BY APPROPRL\TE STRATEGIC CHOICES, 
STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF 

Model 7 
Error 195 
Corrected Total 202 

Source 

Strategic Choice 

Strategic Commitment 

Implementation SklUs 

Strat . Choice*Strat. Comm. 

Strat . Choice*Imp. Skills 

Strat. Comm.*Imp. Skills 

Choice*Strat. Comm.*Imp. 

SS 

31.34 
170.66 
202.00 

Mean 
Square 

4.48 
.88 

F 
Value 

5.12 

Tvpe HI SS Mean Square 

.574 

9.877 

4.170 

.185 

.551 

.388 

.146 

.574 

9.877 

4.170 

.185 

.551 

.388 

.146 

Pr > F 

.0001 

F Value 

.66 

11.29 

4 .76 

.21 

.63 

.44 

.17 

R^ 

.16 

Pr > F 

.419 

.001 

.030 

.646 

.428 

.506 

.684 

^ 
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TABLE 29 

MULTIPLE COMPARISON TESTS OF PERFORMANCE BY APPROPRL\TE 
STRATEGIC CHOICES, STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, 

AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF 

Model 3 
Error 199 
Corrected Total 202 

Source 

Strategic Choice 

Strategic Commitment 

Implementation SklUs 

Independent 
Variables 

Strategic Choice 

Strategic Commitment 

Implementation SkiUs 

SS 

29 .25 
172.75 
202.00 

Tvne HI SS 

.451 

18.040 

8.983 

Level 

Mean F 
Square Value 

9.75 11.23 
.87 

Mean Souare 

.451 

18.040 

8.983 

Mean 
Performance* 

Appropriate .1115 
Inappropriate - .0291 

Strong 
Weak 

High** 
Low 

.2578 
- .3805 

.2168 
- .2369 

Pr > F 

.0001 

F Value 

.52 

20 .78 

10.35 

N 

42 
161 

121 
82 

106 
97 

R^ 

.14 

Pr > F 

.4721 

.0001 

.0015 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 

A 
B 

A 
B 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 
** Relative to the mean of the sample. 

•RSv 
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TABLE 30 

REGRESSION OF PERFORMANCE ON APPROPRL\TE STRATEGIC CHOICES, 
STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source 

Model 
Error 
Corrected Total 

Variable 

DF 

3 
199 
202 

Strategic Choice 
Strategic Commitment 
Implementation SklUs 

Independent 
Variables 

Strategic Choice 
Strategic Commitment 
Implementation SklUs 

SS 

29.25 
172.75 
202.00 

Parameter 
Estimate 

.116 

.609 

.422 

Mean F 
Square Value Pr > F 

9.75 11.23 .0001 
.87 

Standard 
Error T for HO: 

.125 .721 

.134 4.559 

.131 3.217 

Standardized 
Estimate 

.047 

.300 

.211 

R^ 

.14 

Pr > ITI 

.4721 

.0001 

.0015 

Table 30 show that, regardless of the levels of strategic choice and 

implementation sklUs present. Implementation skflls have a greater influence on 

performance than strategic choice in the sample used for this study. This 

finding supports Bonoma's contention that a high level of implementation skills 

can compensate for a poor strategic choice so that acceptable performance is 

achieved. 

"X 
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Research Questions 3-6 

Research questions three through six explore in greater detail the various 

scenarios that are possible when an Inappropriate strategic choice is made. 

Since strategic choice is defined in the current study as a combination of the 

strategy and strategic orientations selected, four combinations are possible 

when the level of implementation skills present is also considered: (1) an 

appropriate strategy is supported by an inappropriate strategic orientation 

(ASISO) and a high level of implementation skills (research question 3); (2) an 

Inappropriate strategy is supported by an appropriate strategic orientation 

(ISASO) and a high level of implementation sklUs (research question 4); (3) an 

appropriate strategy is supported by an inappropriate strategy and a low level 

of implementation skills (research question 5); and (4) an Inappropriate 

strategy is supported by an appropriate strategic orientation and a low level of 

implementation sklUs (research question 6). In each respective scenario, can 

the relative influence of each element be determined? 

Because research questions three through six consider only inappropriate 

strategic choices, a new general linear model (GLM) was constructed that 

included only the respondents in this category (n = 161). It is important to 

note that a third Inappropriate choice, an inappropriate strategy supported by 

an Inappropriate strategic orientation (ISISO), is possible. This choice is 

Included in the subsequent analysis, but only to account for aU possible 

inappropriate choices. The model was run to test for interactions and none 

were found, as reported in Table 31 . 

JV 
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TABLE 31 

ANOVA OF PERFORMANCE BY INAPPROPRL\TE STRATEGIC CHOICES. 
STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF 

Model 10 
Error 150 
Corrected Total 160 

Source 

Strategic Choice 

Strategic Commitment 

Implementation SkiUs 

Strat. Choice*Strat. Comm. 

Strat. Cholce*Imp. Skills 

Strat. Comm.*lmp. Skills 

Choice*Strat. Comm.*lmp. 

^ 

28.86 
134.32 
163.18 

Mccin 
Square 

2.89 
.90 

F 
Value 

3.22 

Tvpe III SS Mean Souare 

.889 

1.843 

5.789 

.567 

.497 

1.609 

.159 

.444 

1.843 

5.789 

.284 

.249 

1.609 

.159 

Pr > F 

.001 

F Value 

.50 

2.06 

6.47 

.32 

.28 

1.80 

.18 

R^ 

.18 

Pr > F 

.610 

.154 

.012 

.792 

.758 

.182 

.674 

"X 
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Multiple comparison tests reveal that strategic choice has no significant 

Influence on performance, while strategic commitment and implementation 

skifls do influence performance signlficantiy when an inappropriate strategic 

choice is made. Once again, strong strategic commitment and implementation 

skflls outperform their weak counterparts. These observations are presented 

in Table 32. 

To determine the respective influence of each type of inappropriate 

strategic choice under varying levels of implementation skills, a regression 

analysis using standardized betas was run with the results summarized in 

Table 33. The standardized parameter estimate for an inappropriate strategic 

choice is .005, while the standardized parameter estimate for implementation 

skflls is .237. Thus regardless of the cause of the inappropriate strategic 

choice (i.e., an ASISO versus an ISASO), or the level of implementation skills 

present (strong or weak), implementation skills have a greater influence on 

performance than an inappropriate strategic choice, which also supports 

Bonoma's position. 

Figure 7 summarizes the effects of strategic choice, strategic 

commitment, and implementation skills on mean performance. In most cases, 

appropriate strategic choices perform better than inappropriate strategic 

choices. The positive effects of a strong strategic commitment and high levels 

of implementation skifls are also demonstrated. 

iHv 
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TABLE 32 

MULTIPLE COMPARISON TESTS OF PERFORMANCE BY INAPPROPRIATE 
STRATEGIC CHOICES, STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, 

AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF 

Model 4 
Error 156 
Corrected Total 160 

Source 

Strategic Choice 
Strategic Commitment 
Implementation SklUs 

Independent 
Variables 

Strategic Choice 

Strategic Commitment 

Implementation SklUs 

SS 

26.57 
136.61 
163.18 

Mean 
Square 

6.64 
.88 

F 
Value 

7.58 

Tvpe III SS Mean Square 

.452 
14.648 

8.941 

Level 

ASISO 1 
ISAS02 
ISIS03 

Strong 
Weak 

High** 
Low 

.226 
14.648 

8.941 

Mean 
Performance* 

-

-

-

.3386 

.0813 

.0004 

.2452 
.4140 

.2064 
.2925 

Pr > F 

.0001 

F Value 

.26 
16.73 
10.21 

N 

15 
120 
26 

94 
67 

85 
76 

R^ 

.16 

Pr > F 

.7727 

.0001 

.0017 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 
A 

A 
B 

A 
B 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance 
** Relative to the mean of the sample. 

1 ASISO = appropriate strategy and inappropriate strategic orientation 
2 ISASO = inappropriate strategy and appropriate strategic orientation 
3 ISISO = inappropriate strategy and inappropriate strategic orientation 

= 0. 

" X 
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TABLE 33 

REGRESSION OF PERFORMANCE ON INAPPROPRL\TE STRATEGIC 
CHOICES, STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF 

Model 3 
Error 157 
Corrected Total 160 

Source 

Strategic Choice 
Strategic Commitment 
Implementation SkiUs 

Independent 
Variables 

Strategic Choice 
Strategic Commitment 
Implementation SkiUs 

^ 

26.12 
137.06 
163.18 

Parameter 
Estimate 

.010 

.644 

.477 

Mean F 
Square Value Pr > F 

8.71 9.97 .0001 
.87 

Standard 
Error T for HO: 

.150 .066 

.152 4.235 

.148 3.232 

Standardized 
Estimate 

.005 

.315 

.237 

R^ 

.16 

Pr > ITI 

.9474 

.0001 

.0015 

"•' 'MSUIUIV 
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WEAK 
STRATEGIC 

COMMITMENT 

STRONG 
STRATEGIC 

COMMITMENT 

Low* High 
Implemen- Implemen

tation Skills tation Skflls 

Low High 
Implemen- Implemen

tation Skills tation Skills 

Appropriate 
Choice 

Inappropriate 
Choice 

- .741** 
(7)*** 

- .433 
(35) 

.216 
(8) 

-.394 
(32) 

ASISO 

ISASO 

ISISO 

- .139 
(1) 

- .569 
(27) 

.050 
(3) 

-.338 
(26) 

-.635 
(6) 

.240 
(11) 

-.027 
(41) 

.344 
(16) 

.456 
(53) 

-.012 
(9) 

-.111 
(29) 

.311 
(7) 

.587 
(9) 

.463 
(38) 

.213 
(6) 

FIGURE 7. SUMMARY OF THE EFFECTS OF STRATEGIC CHOICE, 
STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

SKILLS ON MEAN PERFORMANCE 

ASISO = appropriate strategy and inappropriate stiateglc orientation 
ISASO = inappropriate stiategy and appropriate stiateglc orientation 
ISISO = inappropriate strategy and inappropriate stiateglc orientation 

• Relative to the mean of the sample. 
** Analysis uses stcindardized factor scores where average 

perforaiance = 0. 
*** Cell sample size (n). 

^\ 
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Supplemental Analysis 

Another objective of this study that goes beyond the hypotheses tests and 

research questions just presented is to assess the model's ability to explain or 

predict performance. Also of interest were the respective influences of 

competitive concentration, customer preferences, strategy, strategic 

orientation, strategic commitment, and Implementation skflls on performance. 

The general linear model (GLM) was once again used for this analysis, and the 

effects of interactions are considered first. 

Theory suggests that interaction might be anticipated between strategy 

and strategic commitment, and this interaction term was included in the model. 

It was also reasonable to anticipate that strategy and strategic commitment 

might each interact with the other independent variables in the model. Theory 

also supported the possibility of three-way interactions between the base 

interaction term (strategy*strategic commitment) and the dimensions of 

strategic orientation and implementation skills. Interaction was not anticipated 

within the dimensions of strategic orientation (i.e., between aggressiveness and 

defensiveness) or the dimensions of Implementation skills (i.e., between 

aUocatlng skflls and monitoring skiUs). An overall test of the model was 

conducted with the results presented in Table 34. 

The model produced an R 2 of .42 (F value = 1.70; Pr > F = .0054) This 

is a very strong showing for a new model in social sciences research. 

Significant interaction exists between strategy and aUocatlng skflls, strategic 

commitment and allocating skiUs, and between strategy, strategic commitment, 

and aUocating skflls. Since interaction is present. Interpretation of the main 

^ 
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TABLE 34 

ANOVA OF PERFORMANCE USING A PRIORI INTERACTIONS FOR 
STRATEGIC CHOICE, STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, 

AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF ^ 

Model 60 84.56 
Error 142 117.44 
Corrected Total 202 202.00 

Mean 
Square 

1.41 
.83 

F 
Value 

1.70 

Pr > F 

,005 

R 2 

,42 

Source 

Competitive Concentration 
Customer Preferences 
Strategy 
Strategic Commitment 
Aggressiveness 
Analysis 
Futurity 
Proactiveness 
Defensiveness 
Interacting/ Organizing 
AUocating SklUs 
Extemal Influence 
Monitoring SkiUs 
Strategy*Strategic Comm 
Strategy* Aggressiveness 
Strategy* Analysis 
Strategy*Futurity 
Strategy*Proactiveness 
Strategy*Defenslveness 
Strategy*Int./Org 
Strategy*Allocatlng SkiUs 
Strategy^Extemal Influence 
Strategy*Monltoring SklUs 
Strat Comm*Aggressiveness 

DF 
Type III 

SS 

2.00 
.39 

1.14 
6.82 

.12 

.44 

.04 
1.76 
1.68 

.10 
5.82 

.06 

.42 

.59 
1.60 
1.79 

.03 
2.56 

.00 
1.45 
5.51 
2.58 
1.29 

.24 

Mean 
Square 

2.00 
.39 

1.14 
6.82 

.12 

.44 

.04 
1.76 
1.68 

.10 
5.82 

.06 

.42 

.59 
1.60 
1.79 

.03 
2.56 

.00 
1.45 
5.51 
2.58 
1.29 

.24 

F 
Value 

2.41 
.48 

1.37 
8.24 

.14 

.54 

.05 
2.13 
2.03 

.13 
7.04 

.08 

.51 

.72 
1.94 
2.17 

.03 
3.10 

.00 
1.75 
6.66 
3.12 
1.56 

.29 

Pr > F 

.123 

.491 

.243 

.005 

.708 

.465 

.818 

.147 

.156 

.724 

.009 

.743 

.475 

.398 

.166 

.143 

.857 

.081 

.976 

.188 

.011 

.080 

.214 

.592 

.'.M'MI^V 
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TABLE 34 

CONTINUED 

Type III 
Source H F <«; 

Strat Comm*Analysls ] 
Strat Comm*Futurity ] 
Stra t Comm*Proactiveness 1 
St ra t Comm*Defensiveness 1 
Stra t Comm*Int./Org ] 
Strat Comm*AUocating ] 
Strat Comm*Ext Influence ] 
Strat Comm*Monltoring ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Agg ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Anal ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Fut ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Proact. ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Def ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Int. /Org ] 
Strat*Strat Com*AUoc. ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Ext Infl ] 
Strat*Strat Com*Mon ] 

I .22 
I .00 
I 1.73 
I 1.75 
I .37 
I 3.39 
I .07 
I .03 
I 1.60 
I 1.71 
I .05 
I 1.88 
I .10 
I .38 
L 4.60 
I 2.03 
L .84 

Mean 
Square 

.22 

.00 
1.73 
1.75 

.37 
3.39 

.07 

.03 
1.60 
1.71 

.05 
1.88 

.10 

.38 
4 .60 
2 .03 

.84 

F 
Value 

.27 

.00 
2 .09 
2.11 

.45 
4 .09 

.08 

.04 
1.93 
2 .06 

.06 
2 .27 

.12 

.45 
5.56 
2 .46 
1.02 

Pr > F 

.605 

.967 

.150 

.148 

.502 

.045 

.780 

.844 

.167 

.153 

.813 

.134 

.731 

.502 

.020 

.119 

.315 

effects for strategy, strategic commitment, and allocating skills must be 

qualified. 

The findings Indicate that there are differences in performance among 

levels of strategy averaged across levels of allocating skills. Likewise there are 

differences in performance among levels of strategic commitment averaged 

across levels of allocating skills. There are also differences in performance 

among combinations of strategy and strategic commitment (i.e., an R strategy 

supported by weak strategic commitment; a K strategy supported by strong 
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strategic commitment) and levels of allocating skills (strong or weak), as implied 

by the three-way interaction. 

Multiple comparison tests of the total sample support these observations. 

In general, the strategic choice alone did not produce signlflcant differences in 

performance, which coincides with the findings produced in the hypotheses 

tests. Those respondents reporting a strong strategic commitment performed 

better than those reporting a weak strategic commitment. Likewise those 

reporting higher levels of implementation skiUs (especially aUocatlng skills), 

relative to the sample, outperformed those reporting lower levels of 

implementation skills. Competitive concentration and customer preferences 

were found to have no significant direct effect on performance. These results 

are presented in Table 35. A summary of the effects of strategy, strategic 

commitment, and aUocating skflls on mean performance is offered in Figure 8. 

- P - P H i ^ 
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TABLE 35 

MULTIPLE COMPARISON TESTS OF PERFORMANCE BY STRATEGIC 
CHOICE, STRATEGIC COMMITMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS 

Source DF 

Model 3 
Error 199 
Corrected Total 202 

Source 

Strategic Choice 
Strategic Commitment 
Implementation SklUs 

Independent 
Variables 

Strategic Choice 

Strategic Commitment 

Implementation SkiUs 

Mean F 
SS Square Value 

29 .25 
172.75 
202.00 

Tvne HI SS 

.451 
18.040 
8.983 

Level 

Appropriate 
Inappropriate 

Strong 
Weak 

High** 
Low 

9.75 11.23 
.87 

Mean Souare 

.451 
18.040 
8.983 

Mean 
Performance* 

.1115 
; - .0291 

.2578 
- .3805 

.2168 
- .2369 

Pr > F 

.0001 

F Value 

.52 
20 .78 
10.35 

N 

42 
161 

121 
82 

106 
97 

R^ 

.14 

Pr > F 

.4721 

.0001 

.0015 

Dunn's 
Grouping 

A 
A 

A 
B 

A 
B 

* Analysis uses standardized factor scores where average performance = 0. 
** Relative to the mean of the sample. 

aneaBi^ 
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WEAK 
STRATEGIC 

COMMITMENT 

STRONG 
STRATEGIC 

COMMITMENT 

Low* High 
Allocation Allocation 

Skills Skills 

STUCK 

R 

K 

- .647** 
(19)*** 

- 1.176 
(9) 

- .227 
(12) 

- 1.316 
(1) 

- .295 
(25) 

.744 
(7) 

- .234 
(9) 

Low High 
Allocation Allocation 

Skills Skills 

- -

- .0008 
(47) 

.350 
(9) 

.223 
(6) 

- -

.321 
(43) 

.822 
(14) 

.321 
(2) 

FIGURE 8. SUMMARY OF THE EFFECTS OF STRATEGY, 
STRATEGIC COMMITMENT. AND ALLOCATING SKILLS 

ON MEAN PERFORMANCE 

** 

*** 

Relative to the mean of the sample. 
Analysis uses standardized factor scores where 
average performance = 0. 

Cell sample size (n). 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

General Overview 

The current study used an Integrated framework representing the major 

elements of the environment-strategy-performance continuum to investigate 

determinants of performance at the product-market level under varying market 

conditions. Past studies have found that environmental factors and strategy 

have a direct and significant effect on performance. However, the results of 

this study show that for the sample under investigation, strategic commitment 

and implementation skills have a direct and significant influence on 

performance, while strategic choices and environmental factors were shown to 

have moderating effects on performance. These findings suggest it might be 

worthwhile to rethink the accepted view of strategy as well as directions for 

future research. 

Because this study differed from previous research in terms of the 

methodology used for data collection, the unit of analysis and type of 

respondent used, the theoretical foundations, and the constructs Investigated 

within the environment-strategy-performance continuum, each of these issues 

is discussed. 

Methodologv for Data CoUection 

A modified total design approach (Dfllman 1978) served as the guiding 

framework for data collection in this study. Modifications generally varied the 

mechanisms used to coflect the data versus major changes in the steps 

suggested by this procedure. 

122 
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For example, one modification substituted telephone calls for an 

advanced mailing of post cards designed to alert potential respondents that a 

survey would follow. The telephone approach offered several advantages not 

found in the post card approach. The telephone conversation with each SBU 

enabled the researcher to confirm that the contact person was currently 

functioning as a product manager, and created the opportunity to soUcit 

support in obtaining multiple responses from within the same SBU. 

EstabUshlng a rapport with the contact person via telephone had other 

beneficial effects. It was posited prior to the study that response rates would 

be greaUy enhanced by extending the simple courtesy of asking each contact if 

he or she would be wifling to participate in the study. This beUef was 

confirmed by response rates among contact persons of 82.5%! Numerous 

contacts commented positively on how refreshing it was to be asked to 

participate in a study, versus receiving notification via mafl that they had been 

selected to participate in a study. In many cases the contact had received 

surveys via mall from several studies in recent months and had refused to 

participate (i.e., the survey was thrown away). Yet when asked to participate 

by phone, an overwhelming majority agreed to personally participate, as well as 

request the participation of cofleagues, which also enhanced the response rates 

of unknown participants (29.5%). In addition, overaU costs of the study were 

reduced because blanket mailings were not necessary to achieve an acceptable 

response rate. 

A second modification substituted telephone calls for reminder post cards 

after the surveys had been mailed to each SBU. Since a detailed log of 

responses was kept, contacts who had not responded after a reasonable time 

• " v V 
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were easily identifiable. Follow-up calls to just those contacts who had not 

responded avoided unnecessary interruptions for those that had responded. 

The foUow-up cafls were also more cost efficient than a blanket mailing of post 

cards to all contacts. 

The conclusion drawn from this experience is that researchers may have 

gone too far in their efforts to scientificaUy impersonalize the data collection 

process. By employing simple sales and marketing techniques offered in any 

basic marketing course, the response rates for this study were positively 

impacted and overall costs were better controlled. 

Unit of Analvsis and Multiple Respondents 

Lack of previous research at the functional or operating levels of the firm 

was cited as a major justification for using the product-market level of analysis 

in the current study. Multiple respondents at this level of analysis were used 

to overcome the masking effects described in Chapter I when a single source is 

surveyed at the firm or SBU level of analysis. It should be noted that the 

respondents were treated independently for data analysis purposes to maintain 

the focus on the product-market level of analysis. Therefore, conclusions 

about higher levels of aggregation within the organization (i.e. the SBU level) 

should not be drawn from these statistics. 

However, the use of multiple respondents in this study did produce 

information that may lead to some Interesting research questions for future 

research. To illustrate, of the 96 firms that participated in the survey, 50 

firms (52%) provided multiple responses while 46 firms (48%) returned a single 

response. Of the 50 firms providing multiple responses, 35 (70%) also 
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reported the use of different strategies at the product-market level. Further 

investigation revealed that responses from 31 of the 35 firms (89%) came from 

within the same SBU. Therefore, when compared with the total sample, 31 of 

96 firms sampled (32%) provided some evidence that different strategies may 

be at work simultaneously within the same SBU. Had this study used the 

traditional approach of surveying a single respondent at a higher aggregate 

level of analysis (i.e., SBU or firm), this information would not have surfaced. 

It was not the Intent nor was it within the scope of this study to ensure 

that data were coUected from every product-market level within a given SBU so 

that conclusions about the SBU's overall strategy could be drawn. As a 

consideration for future research, multiple comparison tests were conducted to 

analyze the mean performance of the three groups of respondents (single 

respondents; multiple respondents from the same SBU that reported using 

different strategies at the product-market level; multiple respondents from the 

same SBU that reported using the same strategy at the product-market level). 

These tests found no statistically significant differences in mean performance 

among the three groups. The group of multiple respondents from the same 

SBU who reported using the same strategy performed best, relative to the 

others, which is consistent with theory. However, the group of multiple 

respondents who reported using different strategies within the same SBU did 

not perform significantly worse than those using the same strategy. 

These results should be interpreted with caution but lend support for 

investigation of this issue in future studies. For example, if multiple strategies 

are at work within a given SBU, how does one classify the SBU's overall 

strategy or strategic orientation so that these individual differences are 
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considered? If radical differences in strategy are found, does this imply that 

the SBU is not structured properly or that it should perhaps be split into two 

or more separate SBUs? What happens when a firm chooses to create SBUs 

based on a common technology? Further investigation of these issues may 

produce results that challenge the notion offered by Buzzell and Gale (1987) 

that the SBU is "the smallest subdivision of a company for which it would be 

sensible to develop a distinct, separate strategy" (p. 32). 

Another issue in this area revolves around the recent trend in many 

organizational environments to signlficantiy downsize or completely eUminate 

strategic planning staffs. To compensate for this change in resources, 

managers at all levels of the organization are being tasked to think, plan, and 

operate strategically. Evidence of this trend is provided by Wheelen and 

Hunger (1990), who cite the words of one executive from a well-known Fortune 

500 company: 

William Rothschild, staff executive for business 
development and strategy at General Electric (GE), 
notes the current tiend to push strategic 
management duties down the organization hierarchy 
to operating line managers. He observes that at GE, 
"over half of our managers are strategic thinkers. 
Another 20 percent to 25 percent lean that way." 
(p. 9) 

One of the major contributions resulting from the use of multiple 

respondents at the product-market level is fresh Insight from more than one 

source on strategic Issues at an operating level within various Fortune 500 

companies. Thus researchers are provided with new empirical evidence at a 

different level of analysis, and product managers gain a new source of 

information that will aid the process of tiansitionlng to the role of a strategic 
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manager. This contribution addresses the caU of Day and Wensley (1988) and 

others to better understand strategy formulation and implementation at the 

product-market level of the firm so that marketers can assume a leadership 

role in the strategic process. 

There may also be practical Implications here for business executives 

who, in recent years, have Increased the amount of time spent coordinating 

strategies between firm, SBU, and product-market levels through such 

management tools as mission statements. This exercise has often paralleled 

the efforts of some researchers to classify a firm or SBU into one strategic 

classification, because it can create a feeling within the organization that aU 

business units must follow the same basic path. Mission statements serve a 

useful purpose in terms of providing a very general statement about the overall 

strategic vision of the firm, and can play an Instrumental role in defining 

important elements of corporate culture or ethical standards for the company 

as a whole. However, executive directives that require all business units to 

adhere to a standard formula for the mission statement "will be constraining 

and counterproductive" (Aaker, 1992, p. 33). 

Theoretical Foundations 

This study provides empirical support for the theoretical strategic choice 

in nine of ten best/worst performance scenarios that could be tested. These 

findings chaUenge the position of some researchers that adaptation of biological 

terms, such as R and K strategies, to the study of performance (survival) in a 

business setting, is inappropriate (Perrow 1979; Van de Ven 1979; Welck 

1979; Young 1988). This general contention is based on the fact that the 

~x 
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population ecology model, in and of itself, does not consider human behavior. 

However, the current study specifically addressed this argument by including 

elements of the population ecology model and the strategic choice model. 

The findings show that the human behaviors residing within the strategic 

commitment and implementation skills constructs have a greater Influence on 

performance than environmental factors or strategy Itself. However, the 

theoretical underpinnings from biology used to develop the R and K strategy 

types (i.e., R and K selection pressures within the environment) were 

confirmed in the majority of business scenarios that were testable. 

The results of the study also suggest the theory of strategic choice should 

not be viewed as the antithesis of the theory of population ecology. On the 

contrary, the theories appear to compliment each other quite well when used 

jointiy in the investigation of the strategic process, as suggested by Hreblnlak 

and Joyce (1985), Zammuto (1988), and others. 

The basic tenants of the theory of population ecology, as demonstrated in 

this study, lend credibfllty to the current emphasis in the literature on 

environmental scanning, with strategic audits receiving considerable attention 

(see Wheelen and Hunger, 1990; Aaker, 1992). It is clear that product 

managers must know the current state of the environment within their 

respective market(s). As the findings suggest, successfully matching an 

appropriate strategic choice with the given environmental conditions generally 

leads to better performance, which supports the theory of strategic choice. 

The primary responsibility for monitoring and anticipating current and/or 

future conditions In the market rests primarily with the product manager at the 

•sssrv 
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product-market level. This further reinforces the need for continued research 

at this level of analysis. 

Constructs Investigated 

Strategic Orientation 

Strategic orientation, which was hypothesized to play a major role in 

explaining differences in performance, was found to have no significant effects 

in this study. Although not all of the original STROBE scale developed by 

Verfliatraman (1989) was used, the subsets of indicants employed in this study 

to measure aggressiveness, analysis, futurity, and proactiveness produced 

satisfactory rellabfllties and performed well. 

The marginal reliabilities reported for defensiveness by Venkatraman 

(1989) and this study (.530 and .533, respectively) suggest the indicants for 

this construct require significant improvement in order to be used successfully 

in future studies. Likewise the indicants for risk did not perform weU and 

require similar attention. Overall, STROBE performed adequately, even though 

used at a different level of analysis than originally designed (product-market 

versus SBU). 

Strategic orientation appears to be one of the more subtie and elusive 

constructs existing within the environment-strategy-performance continuum, 

and may be one of several distinct elements within the general category 

referred to as organizational culture. Perhaps as research at the product-

market level Increases, and other unknown relationships within this continuum 

are discovered, the STROBE scale, with improvements, will be able to 

demonstrate the respective influence of strategic orientation on performance. 
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Strategic Commitment 

At the outset of this study, strategic commitment was not included a 

construct of major interest within the environment-strategy-performance 

continuum. Yet the significant findings Involving this construct provide some 

interesting and possible directions for future research. 

Because strategic commitment was shown to have the strongest direct 

effect on performance, it is hoped that academicians and practitioners who 

review this study will resist the temptation to conclude that strategic 

commitment is the only element that signlficantiy Influences performance. This 

logic would lead to the conclusion that success in a given market can be 

bought with the right resources. If nothing else, this study has demonstrated 

very strong relationships among strategy, strategic commitment, and 

Implementation skflls that should prevent such conclusions. 

According to the sample of the current study, product managers would 

be wise to make whatever investment in time is necessary to learn the sklUs 

required to make or secure a strong strategic commitment for their respective 

product/service. This suggestion may encounter resistance within the 

business world, where the average product manager's primary job 

responsibility and resultant training are typically focused on strategy 

fomvulatiorL However, product managers willing to gain a better understanding 

of the role of strategic commitment in producing Improved performance should 

be able to come closer to optimizing their strategic choices, given environmental 

conditions, for their respective product-market. Sustained competitive 

advantages are also much more likely to be gained through the astute 
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management of strategic commitment, rather than in the selection of strategy 

itself. 

While this study was able to demonstrate the significant effects of 

strategic commitment on performance, measurement of the construct was 

crude at best, and causes of commitment were not investigated. Improved 

measures should be employed to explore the four causes of commitment 

suggested by Ghemawat (1991) that enable stiategies to persist over time. 

These Include lock-In, lock-out, lags, and inertia. 

The concept of lock-In involves a major investment in strategy research 

and development to the point where the business unit must persist in this 

strategy untfl its perceived benefits are realized. Lock-out, the alternative to 

lock-in, describes strategic decisions that wiU exclude a business unit from a 

given market forever. Lags account for the time period that passes between 

the implementation of the strategic choice and the ultimate effects of the 

strategic choice, and can vary as much as strategy itself. Lags, like lock-in, 

require the business unit to persist with the chosen strategy until perceived 

benefits are realized. Inertia causes the organization to maintain the current 

strategy despite significant changes in the marketing environment. 

These four factors present substantial hurdles for the product manager 

who attempts to formulate and Implement new strategies. New research 

questions might be developed to explore how each cause of commitment 

influences the strategic process and performance outcomes. 
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Implementation Skflls 

The Inclusion of implementation skills as a major determinant of 

performance addresses a major shortcoming of previous research and makes a 

substantial contribution to our overaU understanding of the environment-

strategy-performance continuum. 

The results of this study show that implementation skills play a 

significant role in performance outcomes, even when the wrong strategic choice 

is made. To fllustrate, a review of those respondents reporting an 

inappropriate strategy supported with a high level of Implementation skills 

shows that 51 of 85 (60%) performed better than the average of the sample. 

These findings provide empirical evidence supporting Bonoma's (1985) 

contention that a high level of implementation sklUs can offset the effects of an 

inappropriate strategic choice so that acceptable performance can still be 

achieved. 

Allocating skills were found to have a very significant effect on 

performance, while the other Implementation skills showed non-significant 

effects. This was a surprise since monitoring skiUs, as supported by theory, 

were expected to have a significant Influence on performance, especially when 

a K strategy was the appropriate strategic choice (conditions three and six). 

Closer review of the indicants used to measure monitoring skiUs (see Table 13) 

reveals that questions one and two are probably not specific enough. This may 

account for the poor performance of this construct and its low reliability (.558; 

see Table 19). 

The measures developed for Interacting and organizing skills failed to 

clearly differentiate the two constructs. This in turn may have contributed to 
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the non-significant effect on performance generated by the combined 

interacting/organizing measure. Future research should include aU four types 

as described by Bonoma (1985). However, it is evident that the measures 

used in this study require Improvement and refinement. 

From the perspective of the business world, product managers usually 

wear two hats- -that of the planner and that of the implementor. Whfle tialning 

has typically focused to a great extent on stiategy formulation (planning), 

product managers would certainly benefit from tialning on implementation 

skills, since, as noted by Bonoma (1985). they can be learned. This notion is 

consistent with the learning organization described by Senge (1990). 

As a final point, it is also conceivable that in some business units, the 

priorities of the product manager are reversed. This means that he or she may 

orfly be responsible for strategy implementation after the strategy is selected by 

a higher level of management. This scenario was not addressed within the 

current study and would obviously lead to different conclusions about the 

strategic process at the product-market level. As such this issue offers 

intriguing possibilities for future research. 

Competitive Advantage 

Aaker (1992) argues that the very basis of competition rests in the 

assets, skflls, and capabilities of each organization. When the strategy selected 

is appropriately matched to these core competencies, the chances of attaining a 

sustained competitive advantage are greatiy enhanced. 

The findings of this study clearly demonstrate that when the appropriate 

strategic choice was made for the given market conditions, performance was 
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enhanced, which ImpUes that some level of competitive advantage was 

achieved. However, the findings do not indicate whether the selected strategy 

was properly matched with the core competencies of the business unit, or if 

the competitive advantage was sustainable. In fact, the findings provide 

evidence suggesting that a match between the strategy selected and all of the 

core competencies of the business unit may not be necessary as long as the 

strategy is supported by a strong strategic commitment and/or a high level of 

implementation skiUs. 

From this discussion at least one managerial implication can be offered. 

In Figure 4 (Chapter II), the moderating effects of implementation skills and 

environmental factors on sources of competitive advantage (potential 

advantages) and positions of competitive advantage (realized advantages) are 

presented. Prudent stockpiling of resources to be available when a strategic 

commitment must be made can create a potential competitive advantage. Whfle 

we often think of resources in terms of Investment capital, research and 

development, equipment, or technology, a resource and potential advantage 

often overlooked Is training. 

Training designed to improve a manager's overaU strategic commitment 

and implementation skflls can create another potential competitive advantage 

that, according to the results of this study, will have a substantial influence on 

performance. Realized advantages will occur only when these new skills are 

properly employed. This relationship is strongly implied by the significant 

influence of Implementation skifls on performance ( especially allocating skflls) 

demonstrated throughout this study. 
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There are limits to the extent of advantage, however. For example, a 

greater degree of strategic commitment was generally found to produce better 

performance within this study, but a point of diminishing returns usually exists 

no matter how favorable the market conditions. If a product manager is in a 

situation where the appropriate strategy has been pursued, and he or she has 

developed the monitoring skiUs needed to detect when the market has reached 

maturity, valuable resources might be diverted to new and emerging strategies 

so that overcommitment and diminishing returns on investment are preempted. 

A second course of action might be available to the product manager who 

realizes that although his or her current organizational structure may prohibit 

pursuit of the appropriate strategy for market conditions, equivalent advantage 

might be attained by employing an inappropriate choice if it can be supported 

with Increased strategic commitment and/or enhanced implementation skills. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Within the current study, an attempt was made to blend the literature 

stream that has explored extemal influences on stiategy and performance (i.e.. 

environmental factors) with the research stieam that has investigated internal 

influences on strategy and performance (i.e., structure, culture, systems, and 

people) so that a more complete picture of the strategic process could be 

constructed and Investigated. This general approach has been used 

successfully by Ruekert and Walker (1987) to explore a marketing 

organization's interaction with other functional areas within the firm. 

A similar approach may be useful in the discussion of future research. 

The directions for future research are divided into three groups: (1) those 
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recommending improvements in methodology and measurement; (2) those 

suggesting a broad research agenda that explores extemal influences on 

strategy and performance; and (3) those that support a specific research 

agenda that investigates the internal influences on strategy and performance. 

Methodological and Measurement Improvements 

Larger sample sizes, to include more product-markets that display 

segmented customer preferences and low or high competitive concentration, 

should be considered in future research. Lack of these types of market 

conditions within the current sample is a recognized limitation. However, it is 

somewhat surprising when the source of the sample, product managers from 

Fortune 500 companies, is considered. The a priori expectation was that 

observations within markets displaying low competitive concentration and 

diffused customer preferences would be low, since Fortune 500 companies 

tend to be well established in more mature markets. However, this study has 

shown that when the product-market level of analysis is used, any number of 

strategies or market conditions might be present, regardless of the overall 

positioning of the SBU or firm. 

This study at least scratched the surface in terms of developing new 

measures that capture more of the major influences on performance than have 

been modeled in past studies. However, additional and improved measures 

are needed, and some specific recommendations of the types required are 

offered in the research agendas discussed next. 

i - r ^ 
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A Broad Research Agenda 

In terms of extemal influences on stiategy and performance, whfle both 

competitive concentration and customer preferences were explored, results 

show that neither has a significant, direct effect on performance (see Table 34). 

The capacity of the market environment, which consists of the amount of 

resources and opportunities avaflable in a given market, was not considered in 

the current study. This constmct should be included in future research so 

that a more complete representation of extemal influences is offered. 

However, capacity could prove to be a difficult construct to explore at the 

product-market level, since product managers may have Umited capabfllty to 

reliably estimate the capacity of their respective product-market(s). A similar 

problem existed at the outset of this study with the estimation of competitive 

concentration. However, scales developed to measure capacity within the field 

of economics may offer a solution to this potential problem. 

The potential for new research on extemal influences wiU vary 

considerably based on the scope of the strategy under study. For example, if 

international strategies are considered, one logical issue to investigate would be 

the advantages or disadvantages of using strategic afliances to moderate or 

influence the effects of the environment. If each member in the strategic 

aUiance assumes responsibility for the implementation of the chosen strategy in 

its respective market environment, the capability to taflor the delivery of the 

strategy to the customs of the area may create a competitive advantage that 

others are unable to easily imitate. 

Another research question might attempt to compare the performance of 

the strategic alliances described above with the performance of large 
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multinational companies that implement global stiategies and attempt to 

standardize worldwide operations as much as possible. 

A Specific Research Agenda 

Internal influences on strategy and performance included in the current 

study were people (explored via the Implementation skills of the product 

manager), systems (included in the consideration of strategic commitment, 

which involves budgets, etc.), and culture (the strategic orientation of the 

business unit). However, littie understanding of the influence of culture was 

gained due to the non-significance of the stiateglc orientation construct. 

Having gained Insight into the importance of strategic commitment and 

Implementation skflls under varying environmental conditions, it would be 

interesting to explore why product managers follow certain paths. This impUes 

the inclusion of additional measures of organizational factors such as structure 

and culture, which have been explored extensively in the literature as separate 

constructs, but have not been specifically explored in the context of the 

environment-strategy- performance continuum developed for this study. The 

need for further research that focuses on these relationships is highUghted by 

Daft et al. (1988): 

Perhaps the next step in future research can be to 
explore the detailed linkage between environment, 
scarmlng, and actual strategic adjustments (strategic 
orientation). Gradually unraveling the sequence of 
activities associated with Interpretation of the 
environment and strategic responses may provide a 
stronger normative basis for saying how firms (and 
product-market organizations] can be designed to 
increase company performance in Ught of strategic 
and environmental contingencies, (p. 137) 
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An important, though difficult, enhancement to this research stream would be 

the addition of a strategy-outcome lag variable. If such a measure could be 

developed, the time that passes between the implementation of a given strategy 

and its outcomes could be better controfled so that a more precise measure of 

the influence of the strategy Itself on performance could be obtained. 

Another issue that can be explored in this context is the formulation and 

implementation of strategy, which is quite similar to the formulation and 

Implementation of a market orientation, as described by Kohli and Jaworski 

(1990). The three-step process includes the formulation of strategy, its 

dissemination to aU who will support it, and the actions that are taken as a 

result of the strategic choice. 

Within this domain, interesting questions surface Involving relationship 

marketing, knowledge transfer of skills, and self-managed team approaches. 

These issues require extensive coordination between and among all levels of 

the marketing organization, as well as with other functional organizations within 

the SBU or firm. Each of these issues adds a level of complexity to the 

strategy formulation and implementation process, and should be better 

understood. 

Finally, additional constructs shown in previous research to influence 

strategy and performance, such as the size of the business unit and its 

organizational structure, should be explored within the context of the 

environment-strategy-performance continuum. Whfle this study was able to 

demonstrate the value of Investigating the strategic process using this 

integrated framework, many known and unknown constructs have yet to be 

tested within this context and offer the potential for additional contributions. 
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Conclusion 

As a final thought, academic researchers are stiongly urged to continue 

the direction initiated by this study to bring together, rather than further 

fragment, research Involving strategy and other determinants of performance. 

As cited in the early pages of Chapter I, numerous dyadic relationships 

involving performance and one other variable have been explored. The results 

of this study have demonstrated that when variables shown to have a direct 

influence on performance in previous studies (i.e., environmental factors and 

strategy) are investigated in the context of the Integrated framework of multiple 

determinants of performance used here, their respective influences on 

performance are quite different. 

Such research wiU also provide better insight for marketing practitioners 

on how to blend environmental scanning, core competencies, and strategy 

formulation and implementation to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. 

This type of improved internal coordination, referred to as organizational 

congruence by Aaker (1992), wlU enhance the overall strategic process within 

the business unit while also contributing significantly to ultimate performance. 
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APPENDIX A 

VARIOUS SAMPLE DISTRIBUTIONS 

TABLE A. 1 SAMPLE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Vgiriable 

Implementation 
Skflls 

Performance 

Competitive 
Concentration 

Customer 
Preferences 

Aggressiveness 

Defensiveness 

Variable 

Strategic Orientation 
Aggressiveness 
Defensiveness 

Implementation Skills 
High 
Low 

Strategy 
Stuck 
R 
P 
K 

Strategic Commitment 
Strong 
Weak 

N 

203 

Mean Std. Dev. 

61.23 

203 2.46 E-12 

203 

203 

203 

203 

Freq. 

100 
103 

107 
96 

44 
106 
44 

9 

121 
82 

6.21 

20.32 

2.31 

3.81 

9.98 

1.00 

1.86 

6.73 

1.33 

.81 

Minimum 

35.00 

- 2.30 

2.00 

0.00 

0 

1.50 

Percent Cum. Freo. 

49.3 
50.7 

52.7 
47.3 

21.7 
52.2 
21.7 

4.4 

59.6 
40.4 

100 
203 

107 
203 

44 
150 
194 
203 

121 
203 

Maximum 

84.00 

2.16 

10.00 

42.00 

5.33 

5.70 

Cum. Percent 

49.3 
100.0 

52.7 
100.0 

21.7 
73.9 
95.6 

100.0 

59.6 
100.0 

150 
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TABLE A. 1 CONTINUED 

Variable 

Competitive Concentration 
(Sum of 9 5 0 + Q51) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Freq, 

2 
14 
24 
31 
40 
49 
18 
14 
11 

Percent 

1.0 
6.9 

11.8 
15.3 
19.7 
24.1 

8.9 
6.9 
5.4 

Cum. Freq. 

2 
16 
40 
71 

111 
160 
178 
192 
203 

Cum. Percent 

1.0 
7.9 

19.7 
35.0 
54.7 
78.8 
87.7 
94.6 

100.0 

Customer Preferences 
(Sum of Q42-Q46) 

0 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
29 
30 

1 
1 
2 
2 
8 
7 

13 
9 

11 
7 

17 
16 
16 
9 

18 
14 
10 
14 
11 
2 
8 
2 
2 
1 
2 

0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
3.9 
3.4 
6.4 
4.4 
5.4 
3.4 
8.4 
7.9 
7.9 
4.4 
8.9 
6.9 
4.9 
6.9 
5.4 
1.0 
3.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 

1 
2 
4 
6 

14 
21 
34 
43 
54 
61 
78 
94 

110 
119 
137 
151 
161 
175 
186 
188 
196 
198 
200 
201 
203 

0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
6.9 

10.3 
16.7 
21.2 
26.6 
30.0 
38.4 
46.3 
54.2 
58.6 
67.5 
74.4 
79.3 
86.2 
91.6 
92.6 
96.6 
97.5 
98.5 
99.0 

100.0 



APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

YOUR STRATEGY: IS IT OPTIMUM FOR THE CONDITIONS 
IN WHICH YOU COMPETE? 

A SURVEY OF PRODUCT MANAGERS TO INVESTIGATE 
DETERMINANTS 

OF PERFORMANCE UNDER VARYING COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: Please remember to answer all quesUons based on what you 
actually did while managing your products/services during calendar year 1992. 

PART I - YOUR STRATEGY 

Please answer the following based on the products/services you managed during calendar year 
1992: 

Less Than 
Your Direct 
Competition 

1 2 

More Tiian 
Your Direct 

Same Competition 
3 4 5 6 7 

1. Number of markets or market segments in which 
you sold prcxlucts/services. 

2. Degree to which the prcxlucts/services you managed had 
some unique characteristic that differentiated them from 
those of your direct competition, and you used this 
advantage as your primary strategy to position your Low High 
prcxlucts/services in your market. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Degree to which your company held some internal 
efflciency which allowed It to produce the 
products/services you managed at a lower cost than 
direct competition, and you used this advantage as 
your primary strategy to position your Low High 
products/services In your market. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

PART II - YOUR STRATEGIC BEHAVIORS 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, please estimate the degree 
to which you: 

Never Often 
4. Sacrificed profitability to gain market share. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. Set prices below direct competition. 0 1 2 3 

6. Cut prices to Increase market share. 0 1 2 3 

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE 
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PART II - YOUR STRATEGIC BEHAVIORS - CONTINUED 

7. Developed a thorough analysis when confronted with Never Often 
a major decision. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

8. Used the outputs of company reports. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

9. Had or created formal Information collection systems to 
support decision-making. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

10. Recommended modifications to product/service 

technologies/processes. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

11. Used cost control systems to monitor performance. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

12. Emphasized product/service quality. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
13. Used criteria for allocating time, people, money, or 
equipment that primarily reflected long-term versus 
short-term considerations. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

14. Emphasized product/market research to provide a 
future competitive edge. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

15. Conducted "what-if (brainstorming) analysis of 
critical issues. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

16. Constantly sought new products/services related to 
the present operations. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

17. Were first to introduce new products/services ahead 
of direct competition. 

18. Strategically eliminated products/services. 

19. Introduced high-risk products/services. 

20. Adopted a conservative view when making 
major decisions. 

21 . Approved projects on a "step-by-step" basis. 

22. - 24. Influenced others: 
...within your immediate area to get the job done. 
...outside your immediate area but within your 

company to get the job done. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

0 1 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
...outside your company to get the job done. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

25. - 27. Compromised with others: 
...withinyour immediate area to get the job done. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
...outside your immediate area but within your 

company to get the job done. 
...outside your company to get the job done. 

28. Effectively managed your Ume. 

29. Effectively managed others' time. 

30. Said no to programs not right for your products/services 

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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4 

4 

4 

4 

5 
5 

5 

5 

5 

6 
6 

6 

6 
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PART II - YOUR STRATEGIC BEHAVIORS - CONTINUED 

3 1 . Made sure products/services with distinctive Never Often 
competitive advantages received extra resources. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

32. Monitored informal market signs that formal 
measuring systems did not measure. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

33 . Developed theories about why the people in your 
organization, your products, your markets, and your 
customers work the way they do. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

34. Were a good listener. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

35. Visited customers. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

36. Formed informal teams to complete a specific task 
and then dissolved them until needed again. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

37. Helped others in areas of your company not directly 
under your control so that they could be called on 
when future help is needed in your immediate area. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

38. Networked within your company to get the marketing 

job done despite territorial boundaries. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

39. Implemented strategies successfully. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

PART III - YOUR CUSTOMER ENVIRONMENT 
For this section "customer" is defined as the person or organization to whom your business unit 
sells its products/services. Depending on your market, these customers may belong to one of 
four general categories: (1) individual customers (or end users); (2) marketing channel 
Intermediaries (resale dealers, wholesalers, retailers, etc.); (3) organizational customers 
(national accounts, profit/non-profit buying groups, another unit of your company, etc); and (4) 
government sales (local, state, federal, or military). For the products/services you managed 
during calendar year 1992: 

40. Please check the type(s) of customer(s) you sold to (you may check more than one if 
applicable): 

individual 
intermediaries 

organizational 
government 

4 1 . Please check the type of customer that most infiuenced your strategy (please check only 
one): 

individual 
intermediaries 

organizational 
government 

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE 
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PART III - YOUR CUSTOMER ENVIRONMENT - CONTINUED 

Please estimate the degree to which your customer(s) differ on the following: 

42. Preferred variety of products. 

43. Preferred variety of services. 

44. Price preferences. 

45. Quality preferences. 

46. Product availability preferences. 

47. Credit preferences. 

48. Size of customer. 

49. Terms of sale preferences (1. e., 2% 10 Net 30). 

PART IV - YOUR COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT 

For this section and the remainder of this survey, "competitor" or "competition" is defined as 
those businesses that positioned their products/services in direct competition with your 
products/services in your market during calendar year 1992. 

50. Please circle the total number of companies that sold products/services positioned to 
compete directly with your products/services in your market during calendar year 1992: 

Not 
Different 
0 1 2 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Very 
Different 

4 5 6 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8 or more 

51. Please estimate the percent of business resources (i. e., capital, locations, buying power, 
facilities, access to skilled labor, managerial expertise, access to markets through 
transportation/distribution networks, breadth/depth of products/services offered, capacity, 
etc.) controlled by you and your top three direct competitors that would make it difficult for a 
new comjjetitor to enter your market: 

0-20% 21 -40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 

52. Please estimate the percent of business resources (1. e., capital, locations, buying power, 
facilities, access to skilled labor, managerial expertise, access to markets through 
transportation/distribution networks, breadth/depth of products/services offered, capacity, 
etc.) controlled by jus t your products/services that would make it difficult for a new competitor 
to enter your market: 

0-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-80% 81-100% 

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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PART IV - YOUR COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT - CONTINUED 

53. - 54. Please estimate the percent of market share controlled by the products/services of 
the following in your market: 

Your Products 
or Services: 

Direct 
Competitor 1: 

Direct 
Competitor 2: 

Direct 
Competitor 3: 

0-20% 

0-20% 

0-20% 

0-20% 

21 -40% 

2 1 - 4 0 % 

21 -40% 

21 -40% 

41 -60% 

41-60% 

41 -60% 

41-60% 

61 -80% 

61-80% 

61-80% 

61-80% 

81 

81 

81-

81 

-100% 

-100% 

• 100% 

100% 

PART V - YOUR PERFORMANCE 

For the products/services you managed during calendar year 1992, please estimate: 

55. Your sales growth rate relative to direct competition. 

56. Your satisfaction with your sales growth rate. 

Slower Same Faster 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not Very 
Satisfied Satisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

57. Changes in your market share relative to direct 
competition. 

58. Your net profit position relative to direct competition. 

59. Level of customer satisfaction with your 
products/services relative to direct competition. 

60. Level of customer loyalty toward your 
products/services relative to direct competition. 

61 . Your satisfaction with the strategic position of your 
products/services. 

62. Please indicate the degree to which your 1992 strategy 
met your expectations. 

Lost Stable Gained 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Lower Higher 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Did Not 
Meet 

Far 
Exceeded 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Are there any unusual events you would care to comment on that may have Infiuenced the 
performance of your business unit In addition to the strategy you Implemented during calendar 
year 1992? 

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE 
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FINAL R E Q U E : S T 

Your title 

Your Industry 

63 . Years of education 

64. Years with your company 

65. Years of product/service management responsibility 

Any other comments? 

NOTE: The original survey was reduced to just four pages, reproduced on 11 X 17, 20 lb. 
paper using both sides, and folded In half to produce a booklet effect as described by Dillman 
(1978). Also, the questions were not numbered, as shown above. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!! 



APPENDIX C 

COVER LETTERS 

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 

College of Business Administration 
Area of Marketing 

July 1, 1993 

Cover Letter to an Unknown Colleague, 

How do companies gain and maintain a competitive advantage in various 
marketing environments? We are conducting a nationwide study which 
attempts to answer this question by examining the performance of various 
strategies under different competitive conditions. 

You are part of a select group of product managers invited to participate 
In this study. You can help by taking a few minutes to complete the enclosed 
survey. 

The survey seeks answers that reflect your realized strategies (what you 
actually did) versus your Intended strategies (what you hoped to do or thought 
about doing). As you will agree, because of various reasons, intended strategy 
may or may not match realized strategy. Therefore it is important for you to 
answer all questions based on what you actually did while managing your 
products/services during the specified time period. The results of this study 
will help product managers, like yourself, to develop the most effective strategy 
for different competitive situations. 

We anticipate you will find the survey interesting, easy to complete in 
less than fifteen minutes, and answers to all questions will remain strictly 
confidential. If you would like a summary report that compares your business 
unit 's strategy and performance with others in your industry, please attach 
your business card to the survey and retum promptly. We thank you in 
advance for your help and cooperation. 

Craig T. Snider 
Project Director 

James B. Wilcox 
Professor of Marketing 
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TEXAS TECH UNrVT:RSITY 

College of Business Administration 
Area of Marketing 

July 1, 1993 

Cover Letter to Single Contact, 

How do companies gain and maintain a competitive advantage in various 
marketing environments? We are conducting a nationwide study which 
attempts to answer this question by examining the performance of various 
strategies under different competitive conditions. 

As explained in our recent telephone conversation, you are part of a 
select group of product managers invited to participate in this study. You can 
help by taking a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey. 

The survey seeks answers that reflect your realized strategies (what you 
actually did) versus your intended strategies (what you hoped to do or thought 
about doing). As you will agree, because of various reasons, intended strategy 
may or may not match realized strategy. Therefore it is important for you to 
answer all questions based on what you actually did while managing your 
products/services during the specified time period. The results of this study 
will help product managers, like yourself, to develop the most effective strategy 
for different competitive situations. 

We anticipate you will find the survey interesting, easy to complete in 
less than fifteen minutes, and answers to all questions will remain strictly 
confidential. If you would like a summary report that compares your business 
unit's strategy and performance with others in your Industry, please attach 
your business card to the survey and retum promptly. We thank you in 
advance for your help and cooperation. 

Craig T. Snider 
Project Director 

James B. Wilcox 
Professor of Marketing 
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TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 

College of Business Administration 
Area of Marketing 

July 1, 1993 

Cover Letter to a Contact Who Agreed to Distribute Additional Copies, 

How do companies gain and maintain a competitive advantage in various 
marketing environments? We are conducting a nationwide study which 
attempts to answer this question by examining the performance of various 
strategies under different competitive conditions. 

As explained in our recent telephone conversation, you are part of a 
select group of product managers Invited to participate in this study. You can 
help by taking a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey. Extra copies of 
the survey are also enclosed to be distributed to your fellow product managers. 

The survey seeks answers that reflect your realized strategies (what you 
actually did) versus your intended strategies (what you hoped to do or thought 
about doing). As you will agree, because of various reasons, intended strategy 
may or may not match realized strategy. Therefore it is important for you to 
answer all questions based on what you actually did while managing your 
products/services during the specified time period. The results of this study 
will help product managers, like yourself, to develop the most effective strategy 
for different competitive situations. 

We anticipate you will find the survey interesting, easy to complete in 
less than fifteen minutes, and answers to all questions will remain strictly 
confidential. If you would like a summary report that compares your business 
unit's strategy and performance with others in your industry, please attach 
your business card to the survey and retum promptly. We thank you in 
advance for your help and cooperation. 

Craig T. Snider 
Project Director 

James B. Wilcox 
Professor of Marketing 


